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A  UAL  PROGRESS  REPORT  1991 INTRODUCTION 
E  REKA:  An innovative tool 
Launched in  19  5, E  REKA  has already 
changed the fac  of Research and Develop-
ment cooperation within Europe. It is an in-
novative tool helping Europe to master and 
exploit the technologies, which will  prove 
deci ive  in the worldwide  race for compet-
itiveness and a better quality  of life. 
EUREKA  interacts with  companies and re-
search institutes in  EUREKA  member coun-
tries and help  them  pool their resources in 
the development of leading edge technology. 
The Annual Progre  Report 1991  provid  s a 
general picture of E  REKA's project portfolio 
as at 1st October, 1991. The  more than 500 
projects covered in  this report  have a total 
estimated cost of more than 8.1 billion ECU 
and involve some 2,700 participants, 1,765 of 
which are larger companies, 469 small  and 
medium  iz  d companies, 785 research insti-
tutes including universities and 151 other or-
ganisations.  23 participants come from non-
member countries. 14 of these are from other 
European countries. 
E  REKA's members are: 
Austria 
Belgium 


















EUREKA:  An open initiative 
"Bottom up" is EUREKA'  ground rule. 
Participants have full  responsibility  for defin-
ing and implementing their  cientific and 
technological coop  ration  project  . They are 
their own judges of the b  st course towards 
new markets for Europe. EUREKA's structure is built to harness the 
dynamism and innovative strength in Eur-
ope's indu try and research. The ground rule 
prevents unnec  a1 y  bureaucracy and 
provides a simple set of criteria for estab-
lishing EUREKA projects. The most unportant 
of these criteria requires the project to: 
- involve at least two partner  from different 
EUREKA countries 
- aim at securing a significant technological 
advance in th  product, process or service 
concerned 
- aim at applications in the civilian sector. 
Any company or research institute in a 
E  REKA member counuy, which has a  pro-
posal fitting the EUREKA  project criteria is 
invited to contact the relevant  atJonal 
Project Coordinator (NPC) listed on pages 
46-47 in this report. 
The NPC  will advise and assist the applicant 
and handle further contacts within the 
EUREKA su·ucture, thus allowing industJy 
and research  institutes to concenu·ate on the 
content and business aspects of the proposed 
project  . The application  procedur  to estab-
lish or join a EUREKA  project is very simple 
and only requires a few hours' work.  If the 
application is well  founded th  project can, 
in mo  t ca  e  , be up and running within two 
months. 
EUREKA:  Added value 
EUREKA projects and partici1  ants are eligibl 
to cany the EUREKA  eal - an internationally 
recogni eel  hallmark of excellence. 
The  participant  will a! o  be included  in 
EUREKA's open database which li  t  by name 
and technological skills some 2,700 of Eur-
ope's foremost companies and research in-
stitutes. As such, a EUREKA  participant is 
marketed all  over Europe and  is likely to 
attract attention and contacts from partners 
searching for specific technological skills to 
develop new products, processes or serv1 ces. 
E  REKA  also offers itself as a forum for dir-
ect dialogue between governments and 
randardisation bodies on the one hand and 
EUREKA  participant  who are  in need of 
joint industrial standards or who are  ham-
pered either by technical obstacles to  u·ade 
or by barriers to public procurement on the 
other. 
EUREKA  projects  have in most cases acce 
to government financial backing of their re-
search and development activities. The par-
ticipants them  elve  are, however, expected 
to  raise adequate funding. 
EUREKA also acts as a conta  t point and 
support for participants seeking access to 
private funding sources,  uch as venture 
capital. 
EUREKA  possesse  considerable experience 
in  eros border cooperation and will  assist 
participants  who  request help in drafting 
project conu·acts. 
EUREKA: 
A flexible decentrali ed  tructure 
ational Project Coordinators 
The  !PCs are the operational core of the 
EUREKA  network. 
They run the national EUREKA offices and 
are the  int  rface  between participant  and 
the E  REKA network. They also form a link 
with the relevant national authorities and are 
in close contact with  their counterparts in  the 
other EUREKA  member countries. 
Through the  PC network, the national . 
E  REKA  offices will  usually b  able to fmc! 
suitable  partners for national inclusu·y or re-
search institutes and help them create sound 
projects. 
EUREKA  ecretariat 
The  ecretariat is E  REKA's cenu·al support 
unit located  in  Brussels.  It gathers and clis-
u·ibutes information on proj  cts and EUREKA 
as such  run  the project datal a  e, as  ists 
the  va ri~ u s bodies of the  initiative, facilitates 
contacts between partner  and  promote 
the EUREKA  concept in  conjunction with 
national authoriti 
High Level Group 
This Group i  made  up of High Level Repre-
entatives appointed by theE  REKA govern-
ment  and the Commission of d1e European 
Communities. It formulate  general EUREKA 
policy for approval by the Ministerial Con-
ference. It also monitors the  1mplem  ntat1on 
of ministerial decisions. 
Ministerial Conference 
The Ministerial Confer  nc  is the  political 
body of EUREKA  and is re  ponsible  for fur-
d1ering the Initiative and its aims. 
It is composed of Ministers from the nineteen 
E  REKA member counu·ies and a Commis-
sioner from the European Communities. 
It meets a minimum of once a year to  lay 
clown the political guidelines for EUREKA's 
work and officially announce me new 
EUREKA projects launched since d1e previous 
Mini  terial Conference. 
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INTRODUCTION  BY 
MR  KOOS  ANDRIESSEN 
Five years have passed since  the EUREKA 
initiative was launched. For the Dutch chair-
manship this was a good  moment to I  ok 
back at what has  been achieved and to  take 
stock of th  challenges of the future. 
I  recall with pleasure the celebration of 5 
years of EUREKA with the French President 
Mitten·and, the Finnish President Koivisto 
and the Dutch Prime Minister Lubbers. 
This meeting was attended by Her Majesty 
the Queen of the Netherlands.  M  an while, 
business continued.  Many  new projects were 
launched and existing proposals reached 
new stages. 
To see  how we can learn from the first five 
years of EUREKA, an international assessment 
panel chaired by the former Philips chairman 
Wis e Dekker evaluated th  initiative. 
The results were encouraging. Firms recog-
nise  and appreciate the flexible bottom up 
approach. They confirm the importance of 
EUREKA for the competitive position of Eur-
ope on the world market.  Of gr  at impor-
tance  is that not only larger firms but also 
MEs share this conclusion. The Dekker panel 
also made some useful recommendations for 
further enhancing EUREKA's effectiveness 
and efficiency. The findings and recommen-
dations of the E  REKA assessment panel 
were endorsed by the Ministerial Conference 
at The Hagu  . I am convinced that the forth-
coming chairs will make u  eful suggestions 
for the implementation of the Dekker assess-
ment, in order to  make EUREKA. an even 
stronger instrument for high quality R&D 
cooperation in Europe during the next five 
years. 
In parallel with the overall assessm  nt per-
formed by the Dekker panel the group of 
rational Project Coordinators evaluated the 
efficiency and the effectiveness of the pro-
gramme at an operational level. 
It is with great satisfaction  that I took  note 
of the re  ults  of this so-called X-ray opera-
tion. It shO\NS that NPC  really are functioning 
as  a team  now.  PC taskforces  have been 
establish  d to  further detail and implement 
actions that have been defined to  facilitate 
th  participation of small and medium sized 
enterprises, to improve EUREKA's efficiency 
by synchronising funding procedures,  etc. 
As  for project generation, a solid foundation 
has  been created for further strategic discus-
ions.  In addition, a number of new project 
generation  initiatives were launched (e.g. 
agri-foocl technology, environmental meas-
uring, etc). I  am convinced that, governed 
by an inspiring Finnish chairmanship, con-
crete results can soon be shown. 
Recent political changes in Central  and East-
ern Europe are an  important challenge for 
EUREKA. Central and Eastern European 
countries  are building up open market eco-
nomies  and developing economic contacts 
with Western Europ  an countries. EUREKA 
can be a u  ful and efficient mechanism  in 
stimulating R&D cooperation with the Central 
and Eastern countries. 
Last year important achievements  were 
reached  in inten  ifying cooperation between 
the  e countries  and EUREKA. The starting 
point, not surprisingly for a pragmatic bottom 
up  mechanism such as  E  REKA, was the 
concrete project level. To explore possibilities 
for cooperation the Dutch chairmanship and 
the EUREKA offices and the Hungarian Gov-
ernment organised a E  REKA congress  in 
Budapest in which more than 600 repre enta-
tives of companies and institutes from Ea tern 
and Western European countries participated. 
At this congress  some 350 project sugges-
tions were formulated. 
To enhance and Furth  r improve cooperation 
with Europ  an non-member states a EUREKA 
action programme, the "The Hague State-
ment'·  wa  formulated at the Ministerial Con-
ference.  We committed ourselves  to an ex-
tended information exchange, expanded  net-
working,  and a flexible application of the 
EUREKA rules, making it easier for compan-
ies  and institutes  from  European non-
member countries  to  participate in EUREKA 
projects. 
An important part of EUREKA are the so 
called strategic projects.  These  projects par-
ticularly depend on supportive action  by 
organisations, entities other than the partici-
pant  to be successful. For example,  meas-
ures  may be needed  in the areas  of legisla-
tion, standardisation or in th  development 
of an infrastructure. EUREKA is uniquely 
positioned to provide these supportive meas-
ures.  ome important steps were recently 
made on  this matter.  For example,  for the 
High Tech Definition Televi  ion project, 
agreement has  been  reached on  imponant 
measures  in the field of the standards and 
cooperation necessary for successful imple-
mentation of the project results. Work on 
supponive measures  will continue to be an 
important part of the EUREKA mechanism. 
A good  interaction I etween firms at the op-
erational  project level and public authorities 
that can create the condition  for successful 
implementation is  entia!. EUREKA  has also turned out to be an im-
portant vehicle for formulating solutions to 
major  ocial problems.  For example, the dif-
ficult question of solving and preventing 
environmental pollution is dealt with on a 
large scale in  EUREKA. The concept of um-
brella projects has turned out to be success-
ful in  this respect. The combination of for-
mulating a framework for action, and of 
imp!  menting it in a bottom up way by con-
crete projects does indeed work. Important 
steps fo1ward have been made within the 
already existing umbrella, Euroenviron, and 
within the newly started initiatives, Prepare 
and Ecodesign. 
This way of operating within umbrella 
projects once again show  the flexibility of 
EUREKA.  I look forward to new initiatives in 
other areas.  uggestions have already been 
made in  the areas of renewable energy tech-
nologies and agricultural innovation. 
The cor  business of EUREKA is,  of cour e, 
the establishment of high quality, high tech-
nology, market oriented international col-
laborative research projects.  In this respect, 
the 1990/1991 harvest ha  been a ve1 y  good 
one. Not only because of the new record 
total of over 120 new proj  ct  that were 
announced. But also, and more importantly, 
because the growth to maturity of the initia-
tive is also reflected in  the quality of the 
projects.  It i  good to see that environmental 
issues are again strongly repre  ented in  d1e 
newly launched projects. 
To be EUREKA's  chairman was an exciting, 
challenging and rewarding experience. 
I am convinced that the Finnish chairman-
ship and the Eureka  ecretariat will lead d1i 
important initiative full  speed ahead into its 
second five  year period. 
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INTRODUCT I ON  BY 
MR  KAUKO  JUHANTALO 
EUREKA 
TOGETHER I  TO THE FUT  RE 
During its  first five years, the main factors 
for EUREKA's success have been its flexible 
and decentralisecl character. 
This has enabled EUREKA to develop and to 
go full  spe d ahead during these years of 
profound changes in  many areas in  Europe. 
During its Chairmanship year, Finland will 
do her best to further clev  lop EUREKA along 
the jointly agreed lines. 
The achievements of EUREKA  have given it 
a prominent role within European techno-
logical cooperation. The large number of in-
ternational projects, altogether more than 500 
by the end of 1991, involving nearly 3000 
enterprises and research institutes clearly 
demonstrate  the success of EUREKA. 
The ultimat  success, however, can only be 
seen in  concrete results. More time is needed 
for this, even though the amount of commer-
cial products and services from  the projects 
is increasing. However, there are already 
many indications showing that EUREKA is  on 
the right track. They are confirmed by the 
thorough assessment carried out during the 
etherlancls Chair. 
The most important tasks during the Finnish 
Chair includ  maintaining and developing 
flexible project-related procedures, increasing 
participation by small  and medium-sized in-
dustries, further emphasising environmental 
aspects in  project activities, increasing the 
project participation of enterprises and re-
sear h in  titutes from Central and Ea  tern 
European countries and increasing positive 
interaction betw en EUREKA and the EC 
framework programmes. The Technology 
Development Centre TEKE  is in  charge of 
running the Finnish EUREKA Chairman  hip 
and these activities. 
Projects: the core of EUREKA 
EUREKA's  hallmark and strength  lies in  the 
comprehensive development of high quality 
project  based on the bottom-up approach. 
This enables indusuy and research institutes 
to react rapidly and effectively to  new de-
mands or markets and society. 
Continuous analysis of the development, 
progress and results of the project portfolio 
on the basis of recent assessments is n  ecled. 
Large strategic projects, such as HDTV, 
JESSI,  PROMETHEU  and COSINE  and the 
conditions necessary for their generation, 
progress and succes ful completion, including 
supportive measures needed, are of special 
interest. 
Finland has started making special efforts to 
stimulate new projects, particularly in areas 
poorly covered to elate. One such area is 
inclusu·ial chemical technology, a  field which 
is  industrially,  socially and environmentally 
significant. The EUREKA Forum on Industrial 
Chemical Technology held  in  November in 
Helsinki emphasised the resources and ben-
efits that cooperation offers to European 
companies in  their effort  to  trengthen their 
position in  international cooperation. 
ME  participation is often encouraged, yet it 
is not as good as it could be.  ew mecha-
nisms to increase the  number of SMEs  in 
EUREKA should be found. Some SMEs  can 
participate as partners of larger companies. 
Without special partner search mechanisms 
however, improvement, total freedom and 
flexibility may well  be too high a threshold 
for SMEs. 
E  REKA must also take care to save suffi-
cient resources for the activation of those 
member counu·ie  who, until now, have only 
a few projects. ew project participants from 
Central and Eastern Europe 
Incr  asing cooperation with companies and 
research institute  in  Central and Eastern 
Europe has b  en an important theme during 
the  etherlands' Chairman  hip. It will  con-
tinue to be so during the Finnish Chair, too. 
The Hague Manual will  rve a  a ve1 y  use-
ful guideline for continuing this work. 
Finland will  do her best to extend the project 
promoting and coordinating network, cur-
rently functioning in EUREKA countries, to 
Central and Eastern European countries. 
The target is to create a mechanism to exploit 
the scientific and technological potential of 
their enterprises and re  earch institutes to 
develop European competitiveness and in-
frastructure.  It is evident that emphasis will 
also be put on concr  te project work in  this 
case. 
ew Medium Term Plan-
Drawing future strategic outlines 
One of the main task  during tl1e Finnish 
Chair will be to prepare a new Medium 11  rm 
Plan (MTP) for EUREKA. Finland will, in 
close cooperation with the next four chair 
countries, France,  01 way,  witzerland and 
Belgium, prepare the new MTP  to  b  final-
ised by the High Level Group and submitted 
to tl1e Ministerial Conference in May 1992  in 
Tamper  , Finland. 
The fast pace of the far-reaching changes 
now affecting Europe will  b  kept in mind. 
Maximum u  e will  be made of the result  of 
the thorough assessments carried out during 
the  etherlands' term as Chair. The main 
focus of this work, too, will  be on project 
related activities. 
The n  w MTP  hould provide outlines for 
future objectives and activities on  tl1e strate-
gic level.  On th  operative level, the annual 
plan  should aim for concr  te achievements 
of these goals. 
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Audiovisual 
HDTV SEMI  AR - THE STANDARD 
APPROACHES 
On March 11 and 12 the EUREKA Netherland 
Chairmanship  held a successful  and well 
attended conferenc  in Amsterdam on the 
future of High Definition Television. 
At  thi  conference, "HDTV: the struggle for a 
standard  .... continued", EUREKA succeeded 
for the first time ever in  bringing almost all 
the major players in  the HDTV industry to-
gether to discuss its future. 
Lasers 
EUROPE  I  DU  TRIAL 
LASER FORUM 
A workshop on European  industrial Ia  er 
research, initiated  by the  etherlands 
EUREKA  Chairmanship, was held in the 
Hague on 11-12  March. The event was jointly 
organis  d by representatives of the EUREKA 
EUROLASER programme and tl1e BRITE-
EURAM  programme of the EC. 
The Forum provided the  participants w itl1  a 
unique opportunity  to  meet and discuss 
their common research activities. Most of tl1e 
workshop was dedicated  to  tl1e  presentation 
of European cooperation projects. 
Robotics 
FAMOS AT THE HANOVER FAIR 
At this year's "Hannover Messe Industrie", 
Europe's bigg  st industrial trade fa ir, 
EUREKA  project EU 72 - tl1e FAMOS um-
brella project - dominated one of tl1e  major 
halls. The Fair, which was attended  by over 
half a million industrialists from all  over the 
world  was an exceLlent opportunity for 
EUREKA  to present tl1e FAMOS initiative, 
botl1 for its own sake and a  an example of 
EUREKA's ability to foster pan-European co-
operation. 
The display also showed how EUREKA  can 
not only help projects begin, but also help 
them reach their markets.  If the specific 
projects had displayed their  product  indi-
vidually, they would probably have been 
lost in  the sheer size of tl1e Fair. 
Scientific Cooperation 
OPE  I  G DOORS TO 
EASTERN EUROPE 
EUREKA's Budapest conference on 2 and 3 
May was the first step  in  putting into action 
the recommendations of last year's Ministerial 
Conference in Rome to  intensify  contacts 
witl1  European non member countries. 
It aimed to  provide  researchers and indusu·i-
alists  in Central and Eastern Europe with the 
information they need  in  order to take  part 
in  EUREKA  projects. 
Of t11e 620 people who attended, 450 came 
from Eastern Europe. They had the chance 
not only to learn how E  REKA  works, but 
also to make personal contact with potential 
partners.  Participants spent half tl1eir time 
divided among three subject workshops: 
Information and Communications techno-
logy, Biotechnology and Environment and 
Energy technology. 
Towards the end of 1991 th  Budapest Con-
ference was followed by a number of inform-
ation meetings in East European capitals, 
where the Finnish E  REKA  Chairmanship 
and the EUREKA S  cr  tariat assisted the 
national organisations in setting up National 
EUREKA  Information Points. 
Political backing 
SECO  D I  TER PARLIAME  TARY 
EUREKA  CO  FERENCE 
Following  t11e wishes of the participants in 
the 1990 Interparliamentaiy  Conference, the 
presidents of tl1  two chamber  in  the  eth-
erlands Parliament invited a group of the1r 
colleague  from all  over Europe to meet in 
the Hague on 16 and 17 May to discuss 
EUREKA's role  in  European Research and 
Development. 
The discussions this year concenu·ared on: 
- the  relation between EUREKA  and th  EC 
R&D programmes and the role of 
EUREKA's Medium Term Plan; 
- EUREKA  and the environment; 




JESSI'S 16 MBIT CHIPS 
On June 13, 1991, SG  -Thomp on Microelec-
tronics announced the production of the 
first samples of their 16 Mbit-EPROM  chip. 
This was a significant step f01ward for the 
JES  I project and followed tl1e announce-
ment last year by Siemens of their 16  Mbit-
DRAM  chip. 
The announcement came hours before the 
12t11 JESSI Board Meeting, which subse-
quently stated tlu t tl1e  e achievem  nts were 
u·uly competitive with the  leadmg compames 
around tl1e world, and provided an excellent 
basis for the timely execution of JESSI's am-
bitious application  projects. 
Ministerial Conference 
THE EVE  T OF EXCELLE  CE 
The  etherlands EUREKA chairmanship suc-
ceeded  in  fulfilling the promise of the name 
when they decided  to launch the festivities 
surrounding  t11e IXth EUREKA  Ministerial 
Conference as "The Event of Excellence". The Ministerial Conference itself on 19 June 
became a remarkable success with the 
Ministers announcing a record number of 
121  new projects, 31 more projects than the 
previous record. And not only that. They also 
issued the Hague Statement outlining a flex-
ible and dynamic EUREKA strategy for further 
cooperation with tl1e  evolving democracies 
in Eastern and Central Europe. 
This impressive success was put in an equally 
impressiv  framework by th  "Event of 
Excellence", which tl1e  etherlands EUREKA 
chairmanship decided to organise th  day 
befor  the Minist  rial Conf renee to celebrate 
E  REKA'  fifth anniversary. The event open-
ed in style in the historical  etting of tl1e 
'Ridderzal' in  the Hague, where her Majesty 
Queen Beatrix of the  etl1erlands honoured 
EUREKA with her pre ence and tl1e  presi-
dents Fran\;ois Mitten·and of France and 
Mauno Koivisto of Finland  poke about 
EUREKA. The Dutch prime minist  r Mr.  R. 
Lubber  and his cabinet colleague, the min-
ister for Economic Affairs and outgoing 
EUREKA chairman, Mr.]. H.  Andriessen and 
the chairman of the "European Round Table 
of Industrialists" Professor W.  Dekker also 
spoke on EUREKA. 
In the evening tl1e  EUREKA 'family' assem-
bled again this time in Rotterdam, where 
The Rotterdam Philharmonic Orchestra con-
ducted by Finnish conductor Jukka-Pekka 
araste gave the first rendition of the 
"E  REKA - Fantasy Overture", a specially 
conunissioned pi  e by Dutch composer 
Eduard de Boer. 
The concert was followed by a spectacular 
laser, sound and light show in  which the 
Greek composer Vangelis utilis  d the  ky-
scrap  rs along tl1e river Maas as an enormous 
screen for his EUREKA show. The invited 
EUREKA guests watching th  spectacle from 
boats in the middle of t11e  river were joined 
by 150,000 entl1Lisiastic spectators who joined 
in this once in a lifetime experience from  tl1e 
opposite bank of the river. 
EUREKA assessment 
EUREKA PASSES  THE TE  T 
An as e  sment panel of 7 independent and 
high ranking European industrialists under-
took in  1990 on tl1e  initiative of the  ether-
lands EUREKA chairman  hip to perform a 
thorough assessment of Eur  ka's perform-
ance in  its first fiv  year . 
The r  suit of tl1is  assessm  nt were presented 
to tl1e E  REKA  ministers in  the Hague on 
19 June by th  panel's chairman Prof ssor 
Wisse Dekker. The assessment was warmly 
welcomed by  the ministers who gladly sub-
scribed to the overall conclusions: that 
clue to its  bottom up principle and 
and unbureaucratic structure "offers 
llent opportunities for industrial partner 
to cany out the research tl1ey  consider to be 
important, with  the partner  of their choice." 
The panel "concludes tl1at  E  REKA  i  con-
sidered a re ounding  ucce  by an over-
whelming majority of tl1e  participants. It is 
considered essential that EUREKA's bottom-
up approach be pr  ervecl and where po -
sible strengthened." 
The asses ment also included a number of 
concret  recomm  nclation  on how tl1is 
strength  ning could  be helped. Recomm  n-
dations, which the EUREKA minister  asked 
tl1e Finnish EUREKA chairmanship to analy e 
and carry out wh  re appropriate. 
The building environment 
A MARKET-PLACE  FOR BUILD!  G 
CO  SERVATIO 
EUREKA  Project E  140, the EUROCARE 
umbr  lla  project for building conservation, 
has identified an urgent need for joint action 
by indusuy, research in titutes and govern-
ment to stem damage to our cultural heritage 
and develop the  ustainable developm  nt 
policies needed to attack the problem at it 
root. Witl1  tl1e realisation that over half our 
wealth is  locked up in "bricks and mortar", 
and t11at  billions are spent on building main-
tenance, inclusu·ial support for EUROCARE 
has snowballed over recent year . 
To help build up th  market for new products 
and techniques in  this field, the first EURO-
CARE  Market Place Conference was held in 
Lillehammer,  otway in the fir  t week of 
October. 
Apart from  increasing the identity of thi  in-
clusuy in general, the benefits of the Market 
Place Forum can be count  cl  in  projects: an 
estimated 20  new projects were proposed 
and  xhibited over tl1e  two clays. 
European Chemical Industty 
and EUREKA 
THE CHEMISTRY OF COOPERATIO 
On November 14 the EUREKA Forum on 
Industrial Chemical Technology, held in 
conjunction witl1  th  annual Finni  h Chemi-
cal Congress in He!  inki, heard a range of 
speakers discussing and promoting coopera-
tive re  earch and development in  th  Euro-
pean chemical industry, which is felt to be 
under-represented in  the EUREKA  ponfolio. 
Chaired by the EUREKA HLG  Chairman, Dr 
Juhani Kuusi, the Forum eli  cussed th  gen-
eral benefits and requirements of European 
cooperation in tl1i  vety important field, and 
examin  d a number of specific  tories of such 
cooperation. 
The clay  fini  hed witl1  a panel discu  sion on 
increasing European cooperation in  thi 




In this  ection the 505 projects are classified 
into 9 technological areas. 
Each area is described separately in  a way 
which  provide  a short  overview of the 
E  REKA  activiti  s in  the area. It  is not pos-
sible  in  this Annual Project Report to  list all 
the EUREKA  projects in  each area, but a full 
list is available upon request from the na-
tional E  REKA  offices or at the EUREKA 
Secretariat in Bruss  l 
SUPPORTIVE MEASURE 
The successful  development and implemen-
tation of the  results of EUREKA  projects may 
require certain  "enabling conditions"  to be 
met which ar  beyond the capabilities and 
influence of the  project participants them-
selves. 
In  these cases the concept of "supportive 
measures" is an important one. 
The  process is "bottom-up",  beginning with 
identification of the project needs. However, 
fulfilling the conditions may require action 
from governments and international  bodies, 
initiated and supported by EUREKA  bodies. 
ARE  AS MEDICAL- AND 
BIOTECHNOLOGY 
Biot  chnology is a multidisciplina1 y  s  t of 
techniqu  im1  lying a purposeful application 
of biological science . It i  at d1e crossroads 
of  dif~ rent sectors covering aspect  of bio-
chemisny, genetic  , microbiology, physiology, 
morphogenesis,  tc., "the technology of living 
n1atter". 
The first impact of biotechnology has been 
in human health.but it also offers benefits to 
many ower indusn·ial sectors which are sub-
ject to a considerable advanced research and 
innovation process: animal breeding, agro-
biotechnology, genetic engineering of plants 
and biotechnological production processes. 
Among d1e 38 projects concerned wim  Hu-
man and Animal Diseases three subgroups 
can be distinguished: 
The fir  t, covering Vaccine  , Cures and 
Treatments presents 3 projects working wim 
cardiovascular diseases, 2 concenn·ating on 
Malaria vaccines, a furd1er 2 relating to oilier 
animal-human n·ansferred disease , 2 aimed 
at me treatJnent of cancer and tumours and 
finally 5 working respectively with cures for 
me central nervous sy tem, for me digestive 
tract, free radi  a! scavenging, a vaccine 
against Meningitis B and H3-receptor agon-
isrs for d1e treatment of - primarily - a  d1ma. 
The second, covering Diagnostics, includes 5 
projects aiming at me developmem of new 
diagn  tic method  such a  new s  n  ors and 
procedures, nucl  ic acid  analysi  and anti-
gen/antibody determination; another 4 work 
with  new disease specific diagnostics (aller-
gies, syphilis, auto-immune diseases, Hepati-
tis C); a furmer 2 involve R&D  on cancer and 
AID  detection, whilst finally, three projects 
concenn·ate meir efforts on diagnostic imag-
ing and 3D motion analysis. 
The d1ird subgroup covers  urgical and Ho  -
pita! Aids wid1  3 projects dealing wim hospi-
tal moderni arion, anom  r 2 wid1  blood bank 
management, 2 projects d  veloping active 
implant  , anod1er 2 developing inactive im-
plants and one aiming at d1e computer-aided 
manufacture of ormopaedic footwear. 
There are 11 ongoing projects in d1e Animal 
Breeding area including 6 project  working 
wid1  new or improved feeds/additives and 
feeding processes for liv  rock, 4 projects 
aiming at fish and clam farming as well  as 
Among d1e 23 projects in me Agro-Biorech-
nology area, 6 pr  jeers  concentrate on gen-
etic improvement/  nzymatic modification of 
crops such as sunflower  ,  nions, carrots, 
brewing barley, brassica, soya protein, ere. 
Another 5 projects concenn·are, partly wid1 
rD  A technology, on micro propagation, 
plant emb1yos and hybrids,  addres ing eco-
nomic quality  improvements of tomatoes, 
artichokes and others, a further 5 exploit d1e 
possibilities for higher yields u  ing natural 
organisms (e.g. rhizobacreria for seedcoaring 
or micro-organisms as natural regulators) or 
new farming methods (e.g. a basic improve-
ment in carob n·ee care), whilst finally,  no 
less d1an 7 projects concentrate  d1eir efforts 
on managing agro  products and production 
ranging from  me application of Expert  ys-
tems for farming ro new beverages, from 
enzyme  preparation  of bitter lupin seeds to 
automated saffron production and environ-
mentally improved packaging of liquiclfoods. 
20 of the ongoing biotechnology proje  rs 
have  primarily a Production Memods orien-
tation. Protein  produ  rion (5 projects) ranges 
from a new generation of milk products  to 
highly specialised pharmaceutical  proteins; 2 
projects concenn·are on cell  cultures/grO\vth, 
6 omers on enzymes for high yield  pap  r 
pulps,  on peptides, heparin and saccharides 
and one on a new type of natural emulsifier. 
In 2 furmer projects new  mineral  membranes 
and separation processes are being devel-
oped for high value  biological production 
and in  4 omers new analyses and screening 
med1od  , among which one is for m  under-
standing of D  A and anod1er for 2D  gene 
imaging. 
Two projects  have - so far - been success-
fully finished: 
Clinical Diagnosis of Gonorrhoea. 
Crop Management Expert  ystems. 
011going projects: 93 
ofwbich a!III0/1.1/Ced 
iu7be Hague: 27 
Finished projects: 2 
Total Cost:  871 MECU 
of  u•hich cost of7be llague 




• Diagnosis and treatment 
of  diseases 
• Animal breeding 
• Genelic engineering 
of  plants 
• Biotechnological 
prod11ction processes 
one project dealing wid1  d1e "computer-aided-----------::  ~;ii~~ 
farm": animal identification mrough an im- --=:::;;;;;;;;;~~~~~§g~~~~~~~,___:_J. 
planted tran  ponder. 
13 14 
Ongoing projects  29 
of  which announced 
in 7be 1/ague: 6 
Finished projects: 3 
Total Cost:  1545  MECU 
of  which cost of  The lfague 





• High Definition Television 






• Business and industrial 
applications 
COMMUN I CATIONS 
Communications, being the  nervous system 
of the economic environment, are crucial for 
the development of tomorrow's Europe. 
This year EUREKA  has added six new pro-
jects to the area of communications,  which 
is the second largest in  term  of budget. 
The  projects involving standardisation as-
pects three aim explicitly at using the Open 
Systems Interconnection (OSI) reference 
model.  One aims to strengthen the Europ  an 
academic and industrial research infrastruc-
ture, while another focuses on software for 
communications security  and a third  is de-
veloping man-machine interfaces complying 
with  ISO-OSI. 
Several projects deal with signal transmission: 
one  is working on the digitalisation of radio 
signals; two others on algorithms used for 
speech coding/decoding and bit reduction 
rate respectively;  another one on a very high 
bit-rate optical transmission system; a further 
project is dealing with CODECs  which is 
compliant with  CCITT recommendations for 
high quality sound in  telephone sets.  Of the 
two new projects, one  is aiming to  produce 
a transceiver to allow communication be-
tween a ground station and  mobile units via 
a satellite sy rem, and the other is working 
on the design of an el  ctronic board  to 
achieve fibre optic communication capability 
up to 1 GDBS for worldwide standard VME 
workstations. 
pecialised applications include an improved 
system for stereophonic sound  reproduction, 
intrusion identification for personal tele-
phones, mobile communication, electromag-
netic compatibility  and the combination of 
computer imaging with  computer-assisted 
liv  shooting techniqu  in  TV  and video 
production. A newly announc  d project is to 
develop proto  ol  for medical data  inter-
change throughout Europe. 
In  industrial applications, one project is con-
centrating on fieldbus networks which meet 
the requirements of individual island  of au-
tomation for real-time  process and machine 
control.  Another is a model of information 
used for the definition, design and manufac-
turing of industrial products in  the manage-
ment of large cooperation progranunes. 
A third project deals with setting standard 
for the  xchange of documents between 
partners in  joint construction and public 
works. Two large projects are working on 
the development and marketing of ad-
vanced reservation and information sy  tems 
for easier travel by a cover-it-all  concept in 
the tourism bu  ines . There ar  two new 
projects. One  is working on the design of 
standard interfaces for intelligent sensors 
and actuators in  manufacturing,  while the 
other is developing an intelligent measure-
ment and data collection system for energy 
management. 
The  most important E  REKA communica-
tions project, HDTV (High Definition Televi-
sion)  is proceeding in  its implementation 
phase. The Hague Ministerial Conference 
reached  broad consensu  on the need to 
adopt a European HDTV standard  recom-
mending concerted cooperation between its 
members to actively prepare for the  intro-
duction of HDTV and to establish consistent 
regulations for television broacasting 
throughout the continent. A related project is 
developing a bit rate reduction algorithm to 
implement CODEC  prototypes in  line with 
the standards em  rging from the RACE  pro-
gramme.  A new project is working on com-
patible enhancement of PAL television. 
Two proj  cts straddle the Information Tech-
nology and Robotics areas: one  is dealing 
with thin film  magnetic heads on silicon for 
peripheral equipment and sensors while the 
other is developing an integrated vacuum 
instrumentation system as a process im-
provement for the semiconductor industry. 
The Integrated Home System Project has now 
finished  its EUREKA  phase - to set an indus-
try standard for cordless, mains-borne and 
wired bus communications inside the home 
and to encourage market development by 
demonstrating inter-connectability between 
different systems. 
PPORTIVE MEA  URE  : coherent and time-
ly actions are being taken to  pave the way 
for the acceptance of European standard 
proposals for HDTV, digital broadcasting, 
telephone security  and optical transmission, 
to  name just a few. Cooperation is proceed-
ing effectively with the standardisation bodies 
uch as CEN, CENELEC, CCJTiand with ET  I. E  N  E  R  G  Y  T  E  C  H  N  0 L  0 G  Y 
Six projects relate directly to energy produc-
tion. Gas turbine projects are well repre-
sented, with applications ranging from small 
car engine turbines to large ones for elec-
tricity supply, marine or fast train propulsion 
or power generation. These projects involve 
new materials (e.g. ceramics) or electronic 
conu·ol reducing turbine weight and increas-
ing efficiency and  peed. This will also re-
duce fuel consumption and pollution. 
Hydrogen-powered u-ucks and buses using 
seasonal and weekly surplus of elecu·icity 
form the theme of a further project. 
One proj  ct aim  to build a compact, non-
polluting 300 MW coal-fired power  ration 
which will  meet the most stringent environ-
mental requirements in a cost effective way, 
even using fuels with a ve1y  high sulphur 
content. 
Finally, a high speed diesel for multi-appli-
cations is  being developed in  one project. 
Four projects deal with solar energy.  One 
involves tl1e  development of a commercial 
cale  olar energy demonstration plant rated 
at 30 MW, which goes one step beyond ex-
isting research and test plants. Anotl1er solar 
power plant project places emphasis on 
problems du  to extreme meteorological 
conditions,  especially in alpine regions. 
Therefore key issues are increased system 
efficiency, reliance and expected lifetime, 
reduction of maintenance and minimisation 
of environmental impact. Two projects in-
volve tl1e  use of amorphous silicon in  photo-
voltaic cell  for autonomous elecu·ic power 
supply. In the first project tl1e  new thin film 
technology is  scaled up in size and produc-
tion throughput wim  the focus on photo-
voltaic modules for  olar  n  rgy applications. 
A  ignificant number of photovoltaic modules 
developed in  thi  project hav  already been 
old  and another product of this project, a 
photovoltaic  un roof for cars, will soon be 
commerciali  eel. 
The second project, alongside tl1e  develop-
ment of solar cells for commercialisation, 
focuses on amorphous silicon particle detec-
tors for indusu·ial, medical and synchrotron 
radiation experiments. 
Hydrocarbon production technologies are 
addres eel  in  four projects. One of mese will 
design a low cost oil and gas production 
The tl1ird  one develops 3D  eismic process-
ing techniques for the accurate delineation 
of complex geological structures with the 
aim to improve tl1e exploration of hydrocar-
bons. The obj  ctive of the last one is to field 
test a novel biotechnological process to im-
prove recove1 y  of oil by stimulating oil-wells 
in carbonate reservoirs. 
Tlu·ee projects share the aim  of increasing 
the efficien  y of existing systems, while re-
ducing costs and minimising side-effects. 
One project intends to develop a new con-
cept in  Uninterrupted Power Supply where-
by me UP  unit,  in  addition to omer im-
provements, will  no longer pollute me sup-
ply network. A second one is developing 
advanced power and high voltage semi-con-
ductor devices to be incorporated in  new 
and specific AC  motors' electronic control 
of white line appliances. The development 
and consu·uction of two wind power stations 
witl1  3 MW  rated power, is the aim of a fur-
ther project. The windmills will  be larger, 
lighter, more efficient and quieter than meir 
predecessors. 
Finally, one project is  endeavouring to mor-
oughJy reshape tl1e  conventional coke-
making system by demonstrating a new high 
capacity coking reactor which is going to re-
duce production costs, increase tl1e  rational 
use of energy, resolve the problems of envi-
ronmental protection and healm and safety 
in  tl1e  workplace. 
Two projects which have successfully fin-
i heel  have dealt with issues on rational use 
of energy: 
PO\X!ERTECH - 1 ew designs and technolo-
gies for high power semi-conductor devices. 
PACA - D  velopment and industrialisation of 
absorption heat pumps and heat trans-
formers for indusu·ial  u e an  igh 
applications. 
Orwof"B Pn1jects: 18 
of  wb1cb llmiOUnced 
In 7be Hti(Jue: 5 
Finished proJects  2 
1btal Cost 586  MECU 
of  wbtcb cost of7be Hasue 




• Gas turbines 
• Solar eneiX)I 
• Hydrocarbon exploraNon 
and  producNon 
• Rational use of  enmxY 
unmanned floating station will  be remotely  rH--r~~i'-~  facility for small  reserves in  deep water. The --~~====~~~~Z~~~*~~~,~~~ 
operated from tl1e  main production platform  ~~~~~:=:.:_ 
in an off bore field. A second one sLUclies Lhe 
in-service of flexible riser systems which are 
normally designed by means of computer 
models.  ow practice and tl1eo1y  are com-
pared to improve on current system . 
15 16 
Ongoing projects:  105 
of  which anllotmced 
in 7be Hague: 36 
Finished projects: 3 
Total Cost: 867 MECU 
of  which cost of7be Hague 




• Atmospheric pollution 
• Mm1ne technology 





•  \Vater treatment 
ENVIRONMENT  T  E  C  H  N  0 L  0 G  Y 
The area of  nvironment is charact  rised by 
its  number of  mbrella projects (E  ROMAR, 
EUROCARE, EUROENVIRON), one large in-
dividual project (EUROTRAC)  and a cluster 
of projects (E  NI lET). Out of the 108 envi-
ronmental projects, 80 fall  into these groups 
leaving 28  independent projects. 
EUROTRAC  is the  largest individual environ-
m  mal EUREKA  project with emphasis on 
the transport and transformation of pollutants 
over Europe. The project involves almost 
150 organisations from  17  different E  REKA 
m  mbers plus institutes from three Euro1  ean 
non-member countries, d1us repre enting a 
real European joint enterprise  in  atmospheric 
sciences. 
The EUROMAR  umbrella project focuses on 
d1e development, application and  uccessful 
exploitation of Europe'  advanced marin 
technology which has worldwid  market 
potential. E  ROMAR  brings togeth  r marine 
researchers, agencies, designers and indus-
trie  from  thirteen European countries plus 
the CEC.  Eighteen  pecific projects have been 
announced involving remote sensing, models, 
data systems, bottom systems, instruments 
and carrier systems and atmospheric input. 
The EUROCARE  umbrella project deals with 
conservation and restoration of d1e  cultural 
heritage and building stock in  Europe. 
Twenty individual projects have officially 
started addressing issues related i.a.  to foun-
dations, wood protection, wall  paintings, 
concrete, marble, granite and Roman mosa-
ics, copper, monitoring and control mecha-
nisms and protection buildings. 
The EUROE  NIRO  umbrella project con-
centrates on the terrestrial environment. 
It has so far g  nerated 27  projects ain1ed  at 
international environmental management 
markets. These projects deal with air pollu-
tion control, water quality, industrial  and 
urban wastes, environmental catastrophes, 
clean production technologies and environ-
ment management systems. 
ENVI  ET is the common heading for a fur-
tiler group of elev  n projects. These projects 
aim to develop innovative systems of envir-
onmental monitoring. This involves aclvan  eel 
sensors,  analysis of environmental data and 
integrated  y tems. 
Moreover, d1ere are four specific projects 
improving water treatment systems, two on 
sludge treatment, two developing monitoring 
vessels, one involving an off-road machine 
for reforestation. Airborne mea  uring of veg-
etation, improvement of the heald1 of forests, 
smoke measurement, dust removal, plastics 
recycling and fluor hydrocarbon replacement 
are further projects. 
The rest of d1e  pr  jeers addres  most diverse 
environmental aspects - wave attenuators, oil 
tankers, repositories for hazardous waste, 
public halls in  rocks, the protection of marble 
and hazardous ga e 
Three projects have finished: 
EWTAN - Chr  me tanning-salts substitutes 
EUROTRA  S-SOURCE- Experimental tech-
niques for dominant noise identification of 
transportation vehicles 
ZEOL- Purification of air and water effluents 
/ especially from  industrial outlets by the re-
moval of organic compounds. INFORMATION  T  E  C  H  N  0 L  0 G  Y 
The  projects grouped  under this heading 
encompass, with  different emphasis, the tra-
ditional IT s  ctors and give preference to 
applications. Th  pervasivenes  of IT  is felt 
by virtually all  industrial processes and 
products and affects most aspects of human 
life. Consequently tl1e  use and exploitation 
of IT can  b  found in all  technological ar  as 
of EUREKA. Ov  r half EUREKA  projects in-
volv  IT applications and/or electronic de-
vice . 
E  REKA's contribution to Europe's endeav-
ours in integrated circuits  such as ASICS, 
EPROM  , hybrid circuits and power IC , now 
account  for nine projects, with furtl1er pro-
jects dealing with  CAD  and manufacturing 
techniques in interconnection and packaging. 
The first implementation  phase of JESSI, the 
largest R&D  collaborative activity  within tl1e 
European  miconductor indu  uy , was com-
! I  ted at tl1  end of 1991. 70 pr  jects  have 
already received  tl1e JESSI label and more 
than 40 are  now up and running.  Designed 
to meet the outside challenge and to guar-
antee the su·aregic independence of indusuy, 
JESSI has a vertically integrated Stl"LICture 
covering tl1e whole  indu trial  pectrum of 
s  miconductors by the dev  lopment of new 
rechnologie  and proce  e  , tools for n  w 
applications and new produ  tion equipment 
and  tl1e cany ing forward of basic research. 
JES  I and  ematech have now signed an 
agreement to cooperate on a project by 
project basis to best utilise mutual capabili-
ties in  Europe and America and maximise 
effectiven  ss by saving time and duplication 
of efforts. 
ix projects deal  with sensors and signal 
processing for acoustic, optical and mechan-
ical data on pressure, acceleration, tempera-
ture, etc.  In peripherals, a picture quality 
colour ink jet printer, a secure card  reader in 
bank communication and an open control 
display system are  under development. 
oftware technology projects address man-
agement of software production proces es 
and improvement in  development productiv-
ity and quality assurance. Logic programming 
tools are being developed  for Expert System 
development, while parallel computing is 
the ba  i  for compiler and operating system 
development of th  Tran  purer.  oftware  re-
usability and software quality evaluation are 
the aim of a number of artificial intelligence 
projects. The  tl1ree new projects address 
RI  C tools, CASE  and a U  -type parallel 
operating sy t  m  respectively. 
Specific software applications are applying 
artificial int  lligence such as the computeri-
sation of engineering tasks and tl1e tackling 
of plant failures for security conu·ol. 
Two n  w project  ar  developing real-time 
control and scheduling tool  . Models and 
simulations are employed in design  tool  and 
non-destructive resting.  atural language 
and linguistics are  used in  projects involving 
translations, dictionaries and thesauri, as well 
as education.  A medical digital information 
system for hospital  and portable terminals 
for diagnostic and therapeutic decision-mak-
ing in the  field  are  important conu·ibutions 
to healtl1  care, to which gait analysis for 
clinical rehabilitation  has now been add  d. 
Radio-determination and messaging by satel-
lite, automatic map making and a touring 
information system are other practical appli-
cations.  ew projects ar  tackling th  i lenti-
fication of passenger luggage to  improve 
ecurity, the support of waste water treat-
ment, biomass estimation in  fish farm , 
CEl\TELEC  compatible audio entertainment 
equipment and tl1e development of enabling 
technologies for digital television. 
Five have successfully finished in th  IT ar  a. 
UPPORTIVE  MEA  URE  refer particularly 
to standards in the software sector which 
have to be fo llowed  in  tl1eir  process of 
adoption by tl1e relevant international bodies. 
Ongoing projects: 64 
of  whicb announced 
in The /Iague: 14 
Finished projects: 5 
Total Cost:  1823 MECU 
of  which cost of  The llague 
projects:  110 MECU 
Pm1icipatillg 
Organisatiolls: 335 
Mai11  Subjects: 
• /-/arc/ware Componeuts 
Productio11 
• Sojiware Developments 
Productio11 
• Informatioll Storage/ 
and retrieL'al ~ystems 
• Ce11eric applications ill 
Information Techuolo[<y 




Ongoi11g projects:  14 
of  which allnounced 
i11  Tbe Hague: 3 
Finished projects: 1 
To/a/ Cos/ 3 14 MECL 
of  u>hich cos/ ofnJe Hague 






• !Iigh power laser 
developmenls 
• Induslria/ applicaliollS 
• Safely slalldarcls 
• Specialised measurement 
L  A  S  E  R  S 
Lasers generate  intensive, coherent and 
monochromatic light in  the  visible and adja-
cent ultraviolet and infrared wavelength  re-
gions.  Various applications offer themselves 
in accordance with the  physical properties 
of different Ia  er type  and have conse-
quently been developed over - in  essence -
the past 30 years. The 15  EUREKA  Ia  er 
projects reflect in  their variety  the  present 
forefront of these developments. 
Since laser technology is comparatively 
young,  the development of various lasers 
per se including beam handling optics is still 
a challenging task. 
The  project area is dominated  by an um-
brella proj  ct - E  ROLASER - which has the 
aim of evaluating and developing industrial 
la  ers for material processing with special 
emphasis on the  possibility of integration 
into  flexible manufacturing systems. The  pri-
mary technological goals are to improve ef-
ficiency and physical system properties. 
In order to explore the  potential  offered by 
higher power, three projects concentrate 
their efforts on the development of high 
power C02 lasers (10 and 20  kW  per cell 
with coupling possibilities to multiples) aim-
ing at improved  metalworking applications 
in  indusuy, wher  currently up to 5 kW lasers 
are  used. 
Apart from  power level, other laser proper-
ties are also imp  rtant. Four projects are 
therefore developing other lasers, offering 
industly  a choice of characteristics,  particu-
larly with  regard  to wavelength, but also a 
choice between pulsed and continuous 
power: two Excimer projects (pulsed UV 
light for high efficiency absorption in  e.g. 
microlithography), one CO proj ct and one 
solid-state project. 
Besides the development of the respective 
laser itself, none of th  proj  cts neglect to 
study adjacent application  . Three projects 
are, however, more expre  sly devoted to 
industrial application development:  olid-
state, laser-based advanced manufacturing, a 
database for knowledge dissemination, a 
laser workstation for advanced surface t~·ea t­
ment and d1e development of large area mi-
cro-electronics laser lithography. 
In sumn1a1 y , d1e above  laser projects aim at 
metalwork, surface u·eatment and fine me-
chanical machining with  improved accuracy 
and tolerances, fewer influences on the 
surrounding material and gr atly in1proved 
efficiency, all  with a view to  integration into 
the flexible machining systems of modern 
ind usuy. 
Two  recently started  projects concentrate 
their efforts on the safety  and environmental 
aspects  of work with high  power lasers, one 
with emphasis on typical applications in  the 
mechanics industry, the other on the medical 
/surgical field. In both  these projects there 
are a large number of participants from all 
over Europe and - of course - intensive con-
tacts with standardisation bodies. 
Finally, there is one  project in  which d1e abil-
ity to transfer signals, not the intensity of the 
laser is  in1portant:  remote vibration measure-
ment wid1  lasers avoids  d1e old  probl  m of 
interference between the sensor and the vi-
brating object. 
Indusu·ial progress is reported by most of the 
projects such as well-kept time schedules, a 
steady success in solving technical problem 
and promising market contacts. The heavy 
emphasis on application development can 
be taken as solid ground for market orienta-
tion and the efficient transfer of the findings 
from research to  industrial reality. 
One project has been successfully finished: 
Cooperative research in laser applications 
(see individual project description). 
Supportive measures in  the laser area are 
concenu·ated on standards - especially a 
regards safety - as reponed  in  previous years 
and are now emphasised by two new projects 
devoted  to safety. This work  continues in 
close cooperation with the EUROLASER 
Governmental Co  rdination Committee and 
the CEC. NEW  MATERIALS 
In contrast to most other technological areas 
within th  EUREKA  project portfolio, the 
area of New Materials does not include any 
umbrella or indeed any of the remarkably 
large proj  cts. Material projects are actually 
the "cheapest" group, with an average of 
6.63 MECU  per 1 roject compar  d to th  total 
average of 16.60  MECU  per project. 
The project portfolio "MATERIAL  " within 
the EUREKA framework contains primarily 
45  ongoing projects plus 3 finished project 
After a good many centuries of development 
into new and better materials, modern activi-
tie  on thi  important front of technological 
development do not only concentrate on "the 
latest" new material  such as compounds, 
fibre-reinforced specialitie  and ceramics 
capable of withstanding t:h  utm  t of t:ech-
nically mot:ivat:ed  loads. In  fact, further de-
velopm nt in seemingly traditional mat:erials 
such as st:eel and aluminium is also subject: 
1:0  advanced research and innovation. 
As  in so many other areas, the boundaty be-
tween development of the  product:  and the 
adjacent production process has also begun 
1:0  eli  appear - and probably especially so -
within the materials area, resulting in many 
projects concentrat:ing on manufacturing 
processes for new mat:erials rather than the 
development of the material itself. 
All  in  all, an overview of the various projects 
is facilitated by grouping them into four sub-
ject areas: the development of new materials 
as such, new processes co  produce new as 
well as conventional mat:  rials, n  w advanced 
applications and the development of test:ing 
quipmem, design codes and standard  with-
in  the mat:erials field. 
Within the first: two of these groups, a trend 
t:Owards  more soph..ist:icat:ed  mat:erials avail-
able through more advanced production 
proces e  can be clearly ob erved. This goes 
for modern campo ices as well as seemingly 
conventional metals and their combinations. 
Emphasis is  on better st:rength, less weight, 
improved  nvironmental  properties, higher 
efficiency and higher reliability of the various 
products, which the e new mat:erials would 
make possible. 
The second group consists of 10 projects 
working on processes for various met:als and 
non-metallic materials.  For example, one 
aims to achieve strong joining by using elec-
tron and laser beam technologies for welding 
medium and high str  ngth aluminium alloys. 
Another is  uying to develop a method for 
hardening road/building mat:  rial via  the 
optimi  ation of natural ph nomena,  i.e. diag-
ene  is  and laterisat:ion. 
In t:he area of new applicat:ions, 11  project 
involve the mechanical indu  try, 5 project 
the constll.Iction  ecwr, another 6 electrical/ 
optical applications and finally .2 the pro  e 
industry. While one of the projects in  this 
group - a  an exampl  -cone  nu·at  on th 
thorough investigation of existing n  w mate-
rials with the emphasis on thermo-plastics 
and other non-metallic pos ibilities for car 
bodie , another one focuses on high pre sure 
ub-s  a piping for oil  and gas from high per-
formance fibres. 
4 project:s in the mat:erials area are expressly 
aimed at developing new test:ing methods or 
equipment, whilst 2 concentrate  t:hei.r  efforts 
on the establishment of design codes/rules 
databases. In  this group, one of the  projects 
aims co  olve the corrosion of copper tubing 
used for fresh wat:er transport and develop a 
commercial instrumem for measuring the 
degree/danger of  uch corro  ion. 
The developmem of a practical de ign cod 
for components such a  pulu·usion,  tr  ssed 
skin panels, filament: wound tubes and su·ess-
ed roofs, et:c.  used in civil and structural 
construction i  the aim of another project. 
Ongoing projects: 45 
of  which announced 
in 7be Hague: 14 
Finished projects: 3 
To/a/ cost: 318 MECU 
ofu• hich cost of7be Hague 




• neu• materials as such 
• new  production processes 
• testing methods 
• design codes 
19 Ongoing Projects: 93 
of  which am70tlllcecl 
in 7be Hague: 14 
Finished Projects: 4 
Total Cost:  1266 ,\TECU 
ofwhicb cost of77Je llague 
projects: 81 
Participating 
Organiscuions:  540 
Main Subjects: 
• flexible mal!lifacturing 
and automated assembly 
systems 
• Computer Integrated 
,1/a/l/ifacturing 
• enabling technologies 
(seiiSors,  software tools 
cmc/ components) 
• robots 
ROBOTICS  AND 
PRODUCTION  AUTOMATION 
The EUREKA project portfolio deal  with all 
aspect  of the increase in productivity of to-
day's and tomorrow's factories and therefore 
covers almost the entire field of manufactur-
ing including robotics. Consequently it re-
mains one of the largest fields of activity 
within the EUREKA  initiative, with a current 
total number of 97 projects, 14 of which were 
announced at the last Ministerial Conference. 
Projects cover areas such as Advanced Manu-
facturing and Factory Automation,  tand 
Alone Robots and Enabling Technologie . 
In  tl1e  area of Advanced Manufacturing and 
Factory Automation, 12 projects cover various 
aspects of the improvement of techniques, 
technologies and tools for the existing pro-
duction of a va riety of goods. 
In contrast to Computer Aided De ign and 
Engineering, only represented by a limited 
number of projects in  this manufacturing 
field, Flexil  le Manufacturing and Automated 
Assembly Systems (FMS and FAS), are very 
well presented with 31  projects. They cover 
the entire spectrum of FM  , ranging from 
the  improvement of assembly line productiv-
ity and the quality of products assembled by 
on-line quality control, to stock level reduc-
tion, application of just-in-time principles 
and flexibility enhancement of product  and 
production. 
The great number of projects in  the FAS-FMS 
area can, of course, be explained by the 
existence of the Umbrella  project FAMOS, a 
project generating mechanism which has 
launched 44 projects to elate. This intensive 
network, represented in 17 countries, dis-
seminates information on  project ideas and 
tries to link suppliers and appliers of th 
assembly techniques, in  the development of 
pilot plants and innovative tools, for a large 
variety of industri  s. 
Information on ongoing FAMOS  projects and 
activities was also disseminated at a FAMO 
Forum in Toulouse and at the second sum-
mer  chool on flexible assembly in Venice, 
aimed at young researchers in  industry. 
More and more, FAS  projects tend to go fur-
ther than the  cope of FAS  alone and ay to 
integrate CAD,  CAM,  FAS  and FMS  into the 
overall  concept of Computer Integrated 
Manufacturing. 14  projects have this CIM 
concept as their main aim, off  ring either 
solutions to a variety of industrial branches 
or to a single sector. 
Such developments are impossible witl1out a 
parallel development in enabling technolo-
gies and tool  for this new manufacturing 
scheme. 20  projects can be cia  ifiecl  in  tl1is 
area. 3 of them deal with the development 
of sensors of high accuracy and/or applicable 
for quality control systems in CIM.  12  deal 
with the development of special software. 
Among them is  tl1e  project EUROPARI  which 
has 4 running project , thereby creating more 
than 80 modules for applications in various 
areas of aircraft manufacturing systems. 5 of 
the 20  projects are working toward  the de-
velopment of special tools and components 
in  some special manufacturing processe . 
The last area in  tl1e  Robotic  and Production 
Automation  ector contains 16  projects de-
voted to the design and development of in-
dependent movable robots in  and outside 
traditional industrial conditions. 2 of them 
involve an application in more a·aclitional 
industrial sectors (welding and warehousing). 
4 projects deal with robots intended for ap-
plications in  the building and construction 
sector.  4 others deal with application  in  the 
agriculture and fi  hing area. 3 projects focus 
on special unde1water applications.  Finally, 
3 projects aim  to use robots for interventions 
and surveillance in conditions in  which it  is 
too dangerous for humans to operate. 
Although most of the projects in  the Robotics 
and Production Automation area have a 
rather long duration (more tl1an 24 month ) 
the industrial and/or feasibility results are 
now steadily increasing. T  R  A  N  S P  0 R  T 
Mobility is one of the predominant character-
istics of our modern society. Safeguarding 
and increasing thi  mobility for man and 
good  transport, offering solution  to the 
environmental problems of this mobility  and 
increasing its effici  ncy, comfort and safety, 
are d1e main aims of the 23  projects listed in 
thi  area. Two of d1em were announced in 
The Hague. 
The main  group of projects in  d1e transport 
ar  a is related to road and inland water 
transport. The largest project in this sector 
aim  to create concept  and  olutions to 
improve all  d1e features of road traffic in 
Europe;  it ther  fore teams up the automobile 
inclusuy  with both  d1e elecu·onic  and d1e 
vehicle components supply inclu  uy  and 
ba  ic research specialists, linking in  d1i  way 
almost 160 participants wid1  th  main  Euro-
pean car manufacturers and conu·actor  in 
the project. 
ome practical solutions to these features are 
under development in  separate EUREKA 
projects (car statu  information and environ-
mental information). 
In this information package for d1e driver, the 
development of digital cartography plays a 
major role.  It was the basis of two projects 
focusing on the development of a common 
standard in this area and on digital databases 
for various countrie  . 
3 projects focus on d1e development of com-
pon  nts for all  sorts of vehicle  : a rang  of 
gearboxes and engines for industrial vehicle  , 
new gear technology for all  terrain vehicles 
and a new vehicle headlight  ystem ba eel 
on short arc eli  charge lamps. 
Transport needs an adequate infrasuucrure. 
4 projects are working on d1e development 
of certain a  peers  of infrasu·ucrure such as 
fire protection in tunnels, new concrete high-
way surfaces to be applied in a cold  environ-
ment, new infrastructural  y tems and devices 
for guided bu  s and advanced systems and 
technologies to  be add  cl  to d1e  u·aclitional 
road infrasuucture in order to solve problems 
faced by today's urban and interurban road 
traffic. 
1 project deal  with the development of a 
fuel cell  bus, an entirely new public transport 
vehicle wid1  interesting performances in 
environment, energy consumption and infra-
tructural requirements. 
Logistics is anod1er important project area, 
covered by 5 projects: Some of the main aims 
of the project  in  d1is area are: conu·olling 
the product flows on land and inland wat  r-
ways, d1ereby creating integrated information 
and u·ansport networks throughout Europe, 
including contact and data exchange between 
vehicles and th  ir  home base and the devel-
opment of a concept for physical cenu·es of 
trade and u·ansport. 
Railway improvement is the goal of 3 other 
projects. The aims of these projects range 
from the development of a new generation 
of high power d1yristors for railway u·action 
to, especially for high speed u·ains, the  cle-
v  lopment of a linear train  motor on d1e one 
hand and new engineering solutions for ex-
pan  ion joints for d1  continuous rail on the 
other. 
2 projects focus on aircraft  development and 
air  u·ansport: d1e development of an acl-
vancecl  amphibious aircraft  and feasibility 
studies on the introduction of a new type of 
aerial u·ansportation system based on d1e tilt 
rotor aircraft. 
Finally, d1e transport sector has also become 
increasingly aware of the time and efficiency 
lost in  transferring good  and men from one 
u·ansport mode to another. One proj  ct dlere-
fore cenu·es its activities around this topic, 
proposing road trailers capable of tran for-
mation into a normal train  freight ca r. 
A number of these projects hav  already 
reached the marketing stage. There is no 
doubt that d1e r  suits will  affect tomorrow's 
u·affic and transport. 
Ollgoi11g Projecls: 19 
ojubich announced 
in 71Je Hague: 2 
Fillished Projec/s: 4 
Tala/ Cos/:  764 MECU 
oj'll'bich cos/ of  The llague 




• road transport 
• logistics 
• infrastruc/llre 
• air transpo11 systems 
• railway improvement 
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PARTICIPATION 
0 F T  H  E E  U  R  0 P  E  A  N  COMMUNITY 
IN  EUREKA 
The European Conununity  has been a full 
member of EUREKA since its inception and 
has contributed to its setting up and evolu-
tion. The EC  R&D  programmes and EUREKA 
converge towards the same goal: the creation 
of a European technological space. 
As indicated in d1e Hanover Declaration, d1e 
Community  participates as a partner in 
EUREKA, e.g. through its own research ca-
pacity,  R&D  programmes and financial facili-
tie  , as well  as du·ough me creation of suit-
able general conditions and an environment 
for t  chnological  o-operation. Thus d1e EC 
R&D programmes are open to application 
from EUREKA project participants. 
Th  Conm1Linity's conm1itment to the pro-
motion of significant synergies between its 
R&D programme  and EUREKA  i  en  hrined 
in the Third Framework Prograrru11e of re-
search and teclmological development (1990 
to 1994), adopted on 23 April 1990. 
The Co11U11ission and d1e Finnish Chairman-
ship have agreed to report  on d1e  progress 
achieved  in  d1iS regard  to  me Ministerial 
Conference in Tampere, Finland,  in May 1992. 
In 1991, fora were organised joindy by the 
Corru1 1ission and EUREKA on indu  trial laser 
(The Hague, March) and on polymers 
(Ferrara,  May)
1 and the Corrunission partici-
pated activ  Jy in me congress 'EUREKA, ex-
ploring coop  ration between East and West' 
(Budap  t, May). 
The Conu11unity doubled  the number of 
projects of which it is a member to fourt  en. 
Some examples of its involvement are me 
following: 
The Conunission has now formally joined 
me umbr  lla projects EUROCARE and EURO-
ENVIRON and their governmental  teering 
corrunittees, and is now a member of all  but 
one of d1e existing umbrella project 
(FAMOS, on whose coi1U11ittee the Conunis-
sion is active), in  view of the  increasing 
synergy between  d1ese project  and Brite-
EuRarn, ESPRIT, EPOCH, STEP and me pro-
grai1U11es of me Joint Research Centre. 
The CO  INE  project is funded substantially 
by ESPRIT and VALUE. It aims to set up a 
high quality telematic infrastructure for use 
by me European R&D community, and is 
now well  into  its  Implementation Phase. 
The International X.25  Infrastructure (IXI) 
backbone  network continues to connect d1e 
European research and public networks and 
d1  re ar  plan  to increase its capacity.  First 
services, such as electronic messaging,  file 
transfer, directories, user support, gateways 
to US networks and other , have also been 
made available by CO  I  E during 1991. 
PROMETHEU  and me Conununity's DRIVE 
progranu11e are  recognised to  be fully com-
plementary in the  road  afety areas. 
Furmer to d1e  ouncil Decision of 27 April 
1989, the Conunission has b  en very  upport-
ive of the EUREKA HDTV project.  Additional 
HDTV research has b  n proposed  in d1e 
context of the RACE and ESPRIT progranu1 1es. 
Also, d1e Coi1U11ission was instrumental in 
the creation of d1e EEIG Vision 1250, which 
will  en  ure d1e availability  of production 
equipment and programme  for pilot and 
pre-operational  ervice . 
On JESSI (microelectronics), me Commission, 
along wid1  me national adn1inistrations in-
volved, has e  tablished a fram  work govern-
ing me relation between meir respective 
domains of activities. The Conunission ha 
pursu  d  liscu  sion with the participating 
countries on me terms of launching d1e main 
phase of JESSI as from 1 January 1992 and ha 
received requests to fund four projects wid1in 
the newly revised JESSI progranune, from 
ESPRIT funds. 
Finally, the Commission announced active 
participation by the Joint Research Centre in 
TRACY (data-ba  e for toxic metal  in human 
tissues and fluids), Mobile Analytical Labora-
tory  (for in-situ sampling and analysis of 
wastes,  oil, soil-air and water contan1inants) 
and CEFIR (high-temperature ceran1ic fibres), 
the latter two as prin1e  panner. The Conunis-
ion's participation in  these projects and in 
d1e overall  management of E  ROTRAC 
(trace constituents in th  troposphere), and 
d1e environment-related umbrella projects 
EUROMAR, E  ROCARE  and EUROE  RO 
r  fleet d1  increasing Conununity  rt>1 nr,,,m 
wim environmental matters. PARTICIPATION  FROM 
NON-MEMBER  COUNTRIES 
In compliance with the decision reached at 
the VIIIth Ministerial Conference in Rome in 
june 1990, special importance has been given 
to the subject of participation in  EUREKA 
project  of entities from European non-
memb  r countries in 1991. 
In Rome, the Ministers and Vice President of 
the Commission decided that,"  ... advantage 
be taken of the flexibility of the EUREKA 
rules to favour increased and earlier co-
operation of companies and research insti-
tutes from Central and Eastern Europe." 
In that spirit the first Eastern European Con-
gress "EUREKA, exploring cooperation be-
tween East and We  t" was jointly organised 
by the Netherlands EUREKA  Chairmanship 
and tl1e Hungarian Government in Budapest 
in May 1991. The Congress demonstrated the 
opportunities arising from  tl1e developments 
in Central and Eastern Europe and confirmed 
that there is a mutual interest in  the devel-
opment of cooperation between EUREKA 
and  European non-member countries and 
the significant potential of such cooperation. 
At the IXth Ministerial Conference in The 
Hague on 19 june 1991, tl1e Ministers of the 
EUREKA member  tate  and the Vice Presi-
dent of the Commission took note of the 
developments witl1 satisfaction. They stressed 
not only the  importance of enhancing co-
operation witl1 companies and institutes from 
European non-member countries but also 
the need to use and improve tl1e transparency 
of EUREKA's supportive structures for them 
as they move towards market economy. 
In this respect, the Ministerial Conference 
decided  upon an action programme, also 
referred to as the "The Hague Statement", 
which entails an extended information policy, 
expanded networking and a flexible appli-
cation of the EUREKA  rules in  order to en-
able them (i.e. entities from European non-
member countries) to participate  in EUREKA 
projects at an earlier stage. Within this frame-
work, the Minist  rial Conference, "  ...  invited 
tl1e Finnish Chairman  hip to  prepare further 
steps that would allow Central and Eastern 
European countries to  become more closely 
connected witl1  EUREKA  and eventually be-
come full members,  in accordance with  the 
philosophy and  mechani ms of EUREKA." 
On the other hand, the existing procedures 
offer a flexible and pragmatic channel for 
specific cooperation, thus enabling EUREKA 
to contribute towards developing coopera-
tive relations on a case-by-case basis with 
other non-member countries in a diversified 
and highly dynamic international context. 
23 companies or research institutes from 
non-member countries are already taking part 
in 18 different EUREKA  project  . 
EU  0  Acronym  Country  Sector 
ULTRAMEM  Canada  Environment 
7  EUROTRAC  Russia  Environn1ent 
Hungary 
Yugoslavia 
8  COS I  E  Yugoslavia  Communications 
20  EAST  Canada  lnfomatics 
22  DIANE  Russia  New Materials 
37  EUROMAR  Yugoslavia  Environment 
226  EUHOLASER  Canada  Laser 
294  BIOMATERIAL$  Yugoslavia  Biotechnology 
316  EUHOCAHE-COPAl  Czechoslovakia  Environn1enr 
Russia 
325  GALl  LEO  Russia  Conm1unkarions 
334  EUROCASE  Hungary  Informatics 
338  SOCOMAT  Hungary  Materials 
384  DYMECHROM  Argentina  Biotechnology 
417  EUROMAR-MERMAID  Canada  Environment 
419  DUMJP  Russia  Robotics 
493  EUROMAH-ELANI  Yugoslavia  Environment 
496  EUROCAHE  Russia  Environment 
642  STILMED  Israel  Laser 
Russia 
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INTRODUCTION  TO  INDIVIDUAL 
PROJECT  DESCRIPTIONS 
In this section 16 individual EUREKA  projects 
are presented as examples of what EUREKA 
projects actually involve. The projects have 
been selected to give a taste of the wide va-
riety inherent in  EUREKA  projects. This vari-
ety is reflected  in the technological span of 
the projects as well  as the geographical dis-
tribution of the participants.  Funhermore, the 
wide scope of project participants ranging 
from multinational corporations to ve1 y  small 
companies and from dedicated production 
industries to university institutes serve  to 
prove that EUREKA  really does work as a 
catalyst in making European industly  and 
research work together to improve European 
competitiveness. 
In fact, although the Initiative is only six 
years old, some EUREKA-developed  prod-
ucts, processes and services, some of which 
can also be found in  this section, have al-
ready been successfully launched onto  d1e 
market. CROP  MANAGEMENT 
EXPERT  SYSTEMS 
Over the years, crop growing in modern ag-
riculture ha  d  veloped into a very complex 
activity. Declining margins on most crops 
and the necessity to produce high quality 
products in an environmentally friendly way, 
emphasises the need to fine-tune the pro-
duction proce se .  cientific knowledge 
along with detailed process information must 
be made available to the farmer in order to 
optimise his crop manag  m  nt. 
Crop Management Systems (CMS)  are com-
puter programmes which give crop related 
advice to the farmer, in order to increas  the 
quality of his management decisions. These 
systems provide him with accurate informa-
tion at the right tim  . The Eur  ka proj  ct 
EU 63 was a preliminaty feasibility study on 
Crop Management  ystems. By combining 
the knowledge and the resources of the part-
ners, it has been possible to acquire a good 
understanding of the needs of the farmer 
with respect to his information requirements 
for optimising his crop management. More-
over, by working with several prototypes, d1e 
partners developed a good understanding of 
the way in  which d1is information has to be 
presented to the farmer. 
The conclusion of this study wa  that Crop 
Managem  nt System  can  ffectively suppon 
d1e decisions of me farmer and can al o  bring 
research results to the farmers fa  ter. 
As  a result of the EUREKA  project, Prolion 
(a management-buy-out of th  VICO  High 
Tech Development Deparm1  nt) campi  t  d 
d1e  development of a Crop Managem  nt 
System for the control of Phytophthora 
infestans (Blight) in  potatoes: "ProPhy". 
Blight is  a dangerous potato disease which 
can cause severe damage to the crop. 
During the growing sea on the farmers have 
to spray their potatoes 10-15 times to prevent 
the disease from infe  ring the crop. 
Weather data are measured among the crops 
by means of a weather station, which can 
either be used by individual farmers, or by a 
local group of farmers by logging into the 
wead1er  ration wid1  a modem/ telephone 
communication (thus drastically reducing 
hardware costs). When available, a wead1er 
forecast can be downloaded from  a videotex 
system (e.g. VITAK or AGROTEL in Holland). 
During tests on farms, d1e  use of ProPhy 
resulted in a better understanding of d1e  dis-
ease, better decisions and up to a 20o/o  re-
duction in  the consumption of chemicals. 
ProPhy has turned out to be an excellent 
example of the possibilities of Crop Manage-
ment Systems. The sophisticated technology 
used to combine scientific knowledge and 
specific on-farm data has proved vety suc-
cessful in  improving farm  management. 
Ba  eel on d1is experi  nee, Prolion is  continu-
ing its  research and development into n  w 
systems. It has now expanded its interest and 
work to cover more a  peers of crop growing 
as well  as better measuring equipment. 
ProPhy advi es d1  farmer when to spray 
against blight and what chemical to us  . 
ProPhy is an Expert Eystem and contains 
detailed information on d1e  characteristics 
and the control of d1e disease. Of ~;~rltarr"~~~:=;¥12~~;;.;-::~rl.~tA 
importance in  thi  Expert System is  d1e  iD: .. 
fluence of weather and crop data and d1e  ·.  . 
characteristics of the chemicals employed  .. ·  : ·, :\:;;~  . 
. .  '::::  __  .--.-: _:t{t'· ~ "  .  .:'·" ·'''"-" 
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Medical- and Biotechnology 
Acronym: CROP/v!AN 
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Expe11 Systems 






Main Contact: PROUON 
Development 
lr. Leon SPAT]EN. 
Tel +31 25 08 1 200 
Fax +31 25 08 33 44 
Estimated Costs: 2 MECU 
Time Scale: 48 months 
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EU  78 
,Hedical- and Biotechnology 
Acronym .·  BACTEPI?OD 
Title:  Development of  Biologi-
cal Agents for Control of 
Soii-Bom e Fungal Diseases 










ICI Agrochemicals PLC 
Alain Contact: 
ICI Seeds- ES 
Mr. Marc L/:.-FEBVIIE 
Tel +32 t6 82 II II 
Fax +32 16 8168 48 
Estimated Costs:  2.7  MECU 
7Yme Scale:  58 molllhs 
MICRO-ORGANISMS 
I NSTEAD  OF  CHEMICALS  F  0 R 
SEED  PROTECTION 
The objective of this project i  to develop 
Biological Control Agents (BCA)  that offer 
alternatives to ch  mica! treatments currently 
used to protect seeds against soil-borne dis-
eases. 
Targeted biological agents are e  sentially soil 
bacteria selected as to their effect on major 
oil-borne  plant pathogens (causes of dis-
ease). Selected bacterial strains have to  be 
rested to demonstrate that they are reliable 
and environmentally acceptable. 
Such active  trains have then to be applied 
to seeds using an appropriate technology 
(  .g.  coating or pellering) ensuring their sur-
vival  during industrial seed  processing and 
storage. Application of BCA  in  horticulture 
and for ornamentals will  also be envisaged. 
Modern agricultural practices permit the 
farmer to sow the same crop every second 
or third year on his field. Consequently,  soils 
conducive to various pathogenic organisms 
are created. Th  accumulation of soil-borne 
pathogens induces a  hift in the natural  rhizo-
flora which causes substantial crop los e 
Seeds for most crops have therefore to be 
protected against fungal pathogens during 
the  first weeks of growth. 
Treating the seeds with chemicals is the 
common technical solution. However, more 
recent concerns about health and environ-
mental hazards associated with the wide-
spread use of chemicals have given new im-
petus to the search for BCAs. 
The partners have designed an original se-
lection scheme for isolating potential BCA 
strains from a range of soil  samples. 
early 10,000 bacteria strains went through 
a prima1 y  screening which revealed the anti-
fungal activity of each  pecific strain against 
the selected target diseases (Pyd1ium sp., 
Fusarium  p., Rhizoctonia sp.). 
A second set of screening r st  was d1en ap-
plied using soil  Bio-a says. In those, the B  A 
effect was assessed under controlled condi-
tions on a sample of seeds sown in infected 
soil.  Chemical treatments were used for com-
parison. The best strains were then tested in 
greenhouses and fina lly in  the  field. 
The leading srrai11s have now been tested for 
3 years in an extensive trial  network, mainly 
on sugar beet and pea seeds. Results have 
shown that the major soil-borne pad1ogens 
targeted on those crops were controlled with 
a level of efficacy comparable to standard 
chemical treatments. 
In thi  fir  t phase, partner  demonstrated that 
selected  micro-organi  ms show a significant 
control of target diseases, also under agro-
nomical field  conditions. All  leading strains 
are members of Pseudomanas - excellent 
root colonisers.  Some strains did show an-
tagonism against specific pathogens while 
others posse s a broad spectrum antagonism 
- most promising for field conditions. 
The second phase of the  project, started  in 
late 1989, consisted of developing a bacteria 
seed formulation compatible with the large-
scale seed processing. The partners first fo-
cused on sugar beet seeds, a ve1y  high value 
product subject to a range of "clamping-off", 
soil-borne diseases. Selected active BCA 
strains are being incorporated into the  pellet-
ing technology applied on the seeds. 
Compatibility wid1  physical process condi-
tions as well as long-term storage  is now 
being studied. After slight process modifica-
tions a first formulation of BCA  treated com-
mercial seeds should be released soon. 
The  feasibility of the BCA  technology opens 
the way to the exploitation of natural  mech-
anisms:  micro-organisms as sources of effec-
tive  plant disease controlling molecules. 
BCAs offer a real alternative to chemical 
u·eatment: 
- Safe and environmentally friendly 
- Do not r  quire complex chemisuy  to 
produce 
- Based on  naturally occurring micro-
organisms. MALARIA  VACCINE 
The aim of the project is to define antigens 
of Plasmodium falciparum for use as a hu-
man vaccine again  t malaria, and to prepare 
these vaccines. 
Malaria has been known since ancient times 
and occurred even in Europe.  Due to  im- . 
proved living conditions and the introduc-
tion of insecticides, the disease disappeared 
in  most developed countries with a moderate 
clin1ate but continues to clain1  victims in 
tropical and subtropical areas: one fourth of 
humanity is at risk of being exposed to the 
disease and several hundred million  of 
cases of malaria occur throughout th  world 
each year. 
Among the four types of Plasmodium that 
infect man, Plasmodium falciparum is the 
most virulent and has a ve1 y  high morbidity 
and mortality rate. The number of children 
under 5 dying each year from malaria in Af-
rica is estimated at one  million. 
From the end of the 19th centu1y quinine was 
us  d to treat malaria, and later synthetic anti-
malarial drug . However, now strains of 
Plasmodium falciparum with re  i ranee to 
these antimalarial drugs have emerged. 
This re  istance, toged1er wid1  d1e failure of 
programmes to eradicate d1e  mosquitoes, 
under core the importance of a vaccine, but 
this has proved to be extraordinarily com-
plex. 
The parasite is indeed a complex organism 
d1at passes through several pha  e  in  the 
Anopheles mosquito and in  man. Each pha  e 
ha  different antigenic structures and the 
parasite  has developed subtle mechanisms 
to evade the human immunological response. 
Re  earch on antimalarial vaccines i  being 
carried out by the partners in close coopera-
tion witl1  tl1eir laborato1 y facilities in tropical/ 
subtropical counu·ies. 
In France alone, some fifty  researchers and 
technicians are at present involved  in  tl1e 
project. The teams are multidisciplina1y  and 
cover molecular biology, immunology, para-
sitology, biochemist1y, primatology, epidemi-
ology and u·opical medicine. 
The results obtained  in "Saimiri sciureus" 
monkeys have demonsu·ared d1e possibility 
of obtaining a protective immunological 
tarus against d1e blood infection in  natural 
conditions of repeated infection which status 
can be passively u·ansferred wid1  immuno-
globulins to monkeys and humans. 
It is d1erefore based on antibodies. 
These re  ult  justify d1e vaccination approach 
and have led to  tl1e hope - soon expected in 
Europe as well - that using d1e right antigen 
in combination with proper adjuvants and/or 
cytokines should induce an adequate pro-
duction of protective antibodies. 
Once d1e  mechanism had been defined, lab-
oratoiy  te  ts were developed to assess in 
viu·o the ability of the parasitic antigens (P. 
falciparum) to induce the inununoprotective 
response. 
Gradually a dozen such antigens of Plasmod-
ium falciparum were identified, five of which 
were the most immunogenic in humans in 
endemic areas and able to  induce a better 
protection in squirrel monkeys. The genes 
coding for these antigens were cloned and 
brought to expre  sion in  bacteria using gen-
etic engineering. A mixture of d1ree of tl1ese 
antigens has led to the induction of a good 
level of protection in Saimiri apes. 
Further work aims at even more active anti-
gens or combinations and the definition of 
adjuvants and/or cytokines for use in man 
to obtain  the  best protective inununological 
response. 
The support  by EUREKA  has enabled the 
project: 
- to build the installations for breeding the 
animals and carrying out the experiments, 
which is indispensable in determining d1e 
effectivene  s of a vaccine, 
- to equip me research laboratories and 
speed up re earch, 
- to concentrate the  fforts and to coordinate 
between different partners involved in this 
long term venture. 
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BITTRANS 
This project, in  which participants from 
France, Great Britain, Germany and Italy are 
cooperating, envisages the development of 
an operational 2.5 Gb/s transmission system 
on optical fibre. The choice of this bit rate 
(currently 2.488 Gb/s) results from the recent 
CCITT Recommendations G 707, G 708 and 
G 709 relevant to the new synchronous hier-
archy. 
At an earlier phase of the project uncertainty 
on the technological aspects was consider-
able;  tl1erefore, only the joining of the four 
companies to work on the project made it 
possible to compare in economic terms al-
ternative solutions of some critical units  to 
enable the optimum choice within the right 
timescale to be  made. 
Moreover, tl1e development of European 
communication networks is so rapid that we 
can envisage in the near future  i.e.  starting  in 
1993, the capacity on optical backbone routes 
increasing from the  present 565  Mb/s to  2.5 
Gb/s as soon as systems become commer-
cially available: the  right way to face such a 
problem of European dimensions was to try 
and solve it jointly. 
Background and results 
Just at the beginning of the feasibility  phase 
of the project, a revolutiona1 y  proposal, com-
ing from the U.S., for a new worldwide trans-
mission standard appeared on tl1e stage, 
based on tl1e principle of synchronous multi-
plexing. This standard, called SDH, was 
adopted as a world standard  by CCITT, after 
useful  debates with the main European ad-
ministrations that made  it  compatible witl1 
the two different previous standards existing 
in  U.S. and Japan. 
This four company Consortium immediately 
appreciated the potential advantages of the 
new proposed  multiplexing metl1ocl  and 
supported  its definition as an international 
standard  through tl1e relevant domestic ad-
ministrations,  while deciding to revise the 
de  ign of the 2.5 Gb/  ystems to match  both 
the existing and tl1e future standard. This was 
indeed th  right decision.  At  present tl1e SDH 
standard  is r  placing the  plesiochronous 
digital transmission standard in  all  applica-
tions, both for long distance and distribution 
networks, starting in the most advanced 
countries. 
Such a fast reaction, enabling tl1e  product to 
appear on tl1e market now in timely compe-
tition with American and Japanese products, 
is a sound demonstration of the advantages 
of cooperation ; different national policies 
would have made a choice such as this too 
uncertain  and risky for any single company 
to take. 
The system consists of two basic pieces of 
equipment, having a high degree of com-
monality: the terminal and the line repeater, 
and, clue to the collaboration among the four 
companies, it will  appear on the market 
ahead of or at the same time as a few other 
similarly advanced  products of the same 
speed. It has been selected after a careful 
test comparison among European and non-
European suppliers. 
The  research will  finish, as planned, by me 
end of this year making available to each 
partner one prototype of both  tl1e terminal 
and the generator. JUMBOCOKE 
In cokemaking the conventional multi-
chamber system has reached the end of its 
technological development.  Comprehensive 
engineering work  by German carbonisation 
experts has shown the way to a new re-
source conserving and environment protect-
ing coking system based on individual, inde-
pendent Jumbo Coking Reactors with rigid 
side walls. 
It is the objective of the project to develop 
this new coking system to operational matu-
rity on a demonstration planr which will be 
erected at Prosper coke plant (Bottrop, Ger-
many). 
The con  truction and process essentials of 
the new coking system are: 
- the individual reactor  ystem with  huge 
chamber dimen  ions (10  m high, 10 m long, 
0.85 m wid  ), rigid  ide walls and only 60 
mm thick liner, 
- coal preheating  in  direct combination with 
cok  dry quenching, 
- programmed heating with flue temp  rature 
up to 1350° C resulting in  24  hours of cok-
ing time, 
- integrated components and systems with-
out environmental impact. 
The demonstration plant will  include two 
Jumbo Coking Reactors a  prototypes of the 
two construction variations;  one with  the 
bottom arranged r  generator representing 
the traditional construction type and another 
with the side-arranged reg  n  rator based on 
a  new con  truction approach with  part.icular 
advantages. 
Moreover, the set-up involv  a pu  her ma-
chine, two coke cassettes for d1y  coke cool-
ing as well as a preheater and a permanently 
connected charging chain conveyor based on 
tl1e Precarbon technology. 
The new coking system also includes high-
tech insulation as well  as a new door sealing 
with different sealing levels corresponding to 
tl1ree different temperature levels. 
In contrast to the  most modern current 2 
million ton coke plant equipped with 120 
coke ovens of tl1e multi-chamber system, the 
Jumbo Coking Reactor System would n  eel 
only 55 chamber  based on the  lay-out of 
me demonstration plant with a 100 tonne 
coking capacity.  Only 33 chamber  would 
be ne  ded in a furtl1er envisaged  indu  trial 
plant witl1 a 165 tonne coking capacity. 
The capacity increase will  b  achieved pri-
marily by increasing the width and height of 
tl1e chamber,  econdly by lengtl1ening me 
chamber. The excellent productivity of the 
Jumbo Coking Reactor  allows a significant 
reduction in production units.  ompar d to 
the  tate-of-the art coke plants,  the advan-
tage  in  t  rms of the environmental and op-
erational aspect.s ar  obvious. 
Moreov  r, re  ources will be saved as tl1e 
range of coking coal i  expected to be wid-
ened towards d1e high and low volatile coals 
and as tl1ermal efficiency will  improve from 
38% to 70%. All  tl1is i  due to coal· preheating 
in combination with coke d1y  quenching and 
to programmed heating. 
For tl1e final evaluation of a new system the 
most important figure, however, is tl1e total 
production co ts per ton of coke. A saving 
of up to 20% is exp  cted, de1  nding on the 
location of the coke  plant, mainly due to 
reducing coal co ts by 10 -15%,  energy costs 
by 25-35%,  environmental  prot  ction costs 
by 40-60% and labour co ts by 10 -15%. 
The commis ioning of the demonstration 
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A  NEW  APPROACH  TO  NUTR I ENT 
REMOVAL  F  R  0 M 
Nitrogen and  phosphorus in  wastewater dis-
charged  in to lak  s,  rivers and  eas act a 
nutrients and result in  a ma  iv  growth of 
plant life. This so-called eutrophication sub-
sequently leads to oxygen depletion and th 
death  of the aquatic fauna such as fish and 
mussels. The waters thereby become unfit 
for fishing and recreational u  es and fre  h 
water sources for potable water deteriorate. 
In an effort to forestall  this,  stringent de-
mands for nutrient removal from wastewater 
are now being implemented all  over Europe. 
HYPRO  is a joint Scandinavian research 
project aimed at developing m  re efficient 
and cost-effective treatment processe  for 
nutrient removal, with  participants from 
Denmark,  orway, Sweden and Finland. 
WASTEWATER 
The HYPRO concept is  based on three ele-
ments: 
- chemical precipitation of the wastewater 
for the removal of organic matter and 
phosphorus and decreasing tl1e load on 
tl1e subsequent biological treatment, 
- hydroly i  of the  precipitated sludge in 
order to produce a supplementary carbon 
source for the biological nitrog  n removal 
process, 
- biological nitrogen removal using the  fer-
mentation products  from hydroly  is as a 
means of obtaining high reaction rate  and 
quantitative removal. 
In the HYPRO concept the chemical and bio-
logical processes are integrated to give a new 
approach to nutrient removal from waste-
water, with emphasi  on compactne  s.  A key 
element is the  introduction of a hydrolysis 
step to overcome  tl1e lack of a sufficient car-
bon  ource, one of the fundamental problem 
to  biological nitrogen removal. 
During tl1e first two years the  HYPRO  project 
was devoted to  inten  ive  tudies of the va ri-
ous parts of the  process: 
- Characterisation of wastewater and micro-
organisms. 
- Precipitation. 
- Biological and thermal hydrolysis. 
- Biological nitrogen removal. 
The  investigations have been carried out in 
separate studies as well  as in continuous pi-
lot plant exp  riments. Th  r  ults have dem-
onstrated the combined  process a  highly 
flexible and well  suited for compact waste-
water u·eatment witl1 extensive nutrient re-
moval. The process is also very  uitable for 
retrofitting existing plants. 
Having established ilie  feasibility  of the con-
cept in the fir  t phase, tl1e project is currently 
entering a full scale demonstration phase at 
municipal treatn1ent plants  in Denmark and 
Finland. BIOREACTOR  FOR  A 
LAUNDRY 
INDUSTRIAL 
MACHINES  WASHING 
An  innovative combination of a unique 
washing method, rnicrofiltration and a 
membrane bioreactor offers a  olution to 
an environmental problem created by dry 
cleaning. In d1 y cleaning, harmful environ-
ment polluting fluids  uch as perchloro-
ethylene are released. These are among 
the more persistent pollutants to the water 
supply. However, the EUREKA project will 
provide a more environmentally beneficial 
alternative to the dry cleaning of industrial 
workwear in laundries. 
An  example:  in  the  etherlands over 
800,000 overalls are sent to industrial 
laundries for cleaning evety  week.  ome 
of these articles are wash  d  in water but 
up to one  half - the most heavily soiled-
ar  d1y  cleaned. The dry cleaning  process 
u  e  aggres iv  agents such a  perchloro-
ethylene to dissolve the oil  and gr ase 
from the overalls. However, perchloro-
ethelene is reported to cause cane  r and 
has poor biod  grading prop  rties.  In the 
etherlands 200 to 1,000 tonne  of such 
chlorinated hydrocarbons are lost in  the 
air and soil  by laundrie  . A substantial 
proportion of this occurs through evapo-
ration during the cleaning process, and 
the remainder is attributable to inefficient 
machine operation. 
The Anglo Dutch company, Unilever, will 
test and improve the new alternative le 
environmentally harmful t  chnology. 
The Swedish industrial laun IJy  company 
Leitex AB  in collaboration with the  ni-
ver  ity of Stockholm ha  developed the 
heavy duty cleaning pr  c  s without the 
use of chlorinated hydrocarbons. The 
special detergents used in  this wet wash 
method are supplied by the Leverindus, 
Lever Otares, Lever Sutter and Lever In-
dustrial subsidiaries of Unilever. Th 
washing and rinsing water is filter  d for 
re-use by special membranes produced 
by X-Fiow B.V.  The wa te is  treated by a 
biological process develop  d  by the Uni-
versity of Twente. Unilever will  provide 
the fully operational commercial process, 
marketed under the brand name CLAX-
MATIC AQUA. 
The new system involves an innovative 
combination of technologies to produce 
an effective bleaching process which is 
also water and energy efficient. 
The effluent water is  pressed through a 
newly developed membrane to filter th 
dirt,  particularly oil  and heavy metals. 
The membrane is hydrophillic and therefore 
resistant to fouling.  This ensures a high 
capacity throughput. The filt  r  d effluent 
water can be re-u  d in  the washing process; 
it also retains its h  at content. The new micro-
filtration  process therefore saves on  both 
water and  nergy. The membrane acts as a 
partial filter to detergent, th  r  by reducing 
the quantity required. The remaining dirt is 
then placed in  a membrane bioreactor and 
through d1  use  f selected cultivated bacte-
ria, converted into carbon dioxide, water 
and sludge. This sludge can be u·eatecl  as 
domestic waste. The EUREKA  project aims to 
optimi  e the various process stages; 
particula1y promising are the results from 
the  niver ity of Twente's experimental bio-
reactor. 
The industrial detergent  ubsidiaries of  ni-
lever will make d1e  new system commer-
cially available as  LAXMATI  AQ  A. 
This syst  m will be particularly suited to 
large industrial laundries replacing d1eir city 
cleaning machine1y. 
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PUTTING 
HERITAGE 
0 U  R 
0 N 
CULTURAL 
GLASS  DISC 
Some of our cultural heritage is disappearing 
for want of a storage medium with a really 
long life. However, soon  it  may be possible 
to stop this loss thanks to a new project 
aiming to develop an optical elise with a life 
of several centuries. 
The project leader, Digipress S.A.  in  France, 
is a leading producer of compact elise mas-
ters and stampers. For some years some of its 
eli  nt  have b  en archivists so the  firm  was 
familiar with  their  information storage prob-
lem: wax and PVC records, magnetic tape 
and disk  , film  and paper -all  the  e media 
used by organisations in  the  field of preser-
vation can decay over anything from a few 
years to several decades. Even the polycar-
bonate compact disc (CD), hailed as "ever-
lasting" is not reliable enough. 
CDs were attractive because they could store 
all  forms of audio and visual images and thus 
offered a ve1 y  elegant solution, if only their 
longevity could be improved. 
Digipress teamed up with Glaverbel S.A. in 
Belgium, the third largest European supplier 
of sheet glass. Together they looked at the 
problems with polycarbonat  COs, which are 
prone to warping and scratches and may 
corrode, thus losing their optical clarity, and 
came up with  the possibility of one made of 
toughened gla  s with a life expectancy of 
several hundr  cl  years. 
The basi  of E  HOCARE-LAST is the "CentUJy 
TM Technology developed by Digipres  .A. 
to  resolve d1e problem of CDs. They under-
took to r  place d1e organic components of 
the disc with  more stable but compatible 
minerals. They replaced the aluminium re-
flector with a metal that would  not corrode 
(such as gold) and investigated the best pro-
tection against accidents while  in  use and 
from environmental forces. They also looked 
at d1e behaviour of d1e different lay  rs of this 
elise  when put ne:>-'1  to each other. 
In addition, not much was known about th 
ways in which toughened glass ages. 
Glaverbel had previously develop  cl glass for 
optical and magnetic elise m  mory.  ow they 
focused not only on the ageing process, but 
also on the effect which d1e chemical tough-
ening has on d1e  resistance of the glass. 
They looked for the best possibl  reflector for 
laser reading of the  information engraved on 
the glass, and for d1e  right process to en-
cap  ulate and mark  the structure of the  re-
flective gla s to give it optimum protection. 
One of the great strengths of the discs being 
developed is that d1ey can be read by existing 
laser drives. Thus archives with tight budgets 
will  not have to  invest heavily in masses of 
new equipment. This advantage, coupled 
wid1  the medium's long life, has the partners 
hoping that d1ey will contribute towards in-
ternational  tanclarcl  for performance stand-
ards and testing methods for archive media. 
For it  is in  d1e world of national archives that 
their largest market for these disks lies. 
The robust nature of this optical elise allows 
for other applications e.g.  for space proj  cts 
and for use in  other extreme working concli-
tions and climate  . 
A spin-off of the project i  the notion of a 
limited CD edition to equal a luxllly limited 
edition of a book.  A gold  plated disc is  ve1y 
handsome, like a sort of jewel. This idea is 
being developed in parallel with the other 
applications,  but it may take a couple of 
years more. The technology could also I  ad 
to the development of substrates for era  able 
optical discs, particularly for magneto-optical 
layers  which are notoriously susceptible to 
corrosion. 
The final phase of the project will  concern 
itself with  improving and refining the manu-
facturing process. This E  HOCARE-LA  T 
technology could become an international 
standard and reference in the field of archival 
media. I 0 N  PROJECTION 
Tel  communications and Information Tech-
nology are frontier sectors that call  for an 
incr  a  ing integration  f electronic compo-
nents,  namely leading edge ICs, ain1ing at 
co t reduction and  improved system reliabil-
ity. This can be achieved by improving reso-
lution through the further reduction of line 
width in electronic chips, to be  mastered  in 
the mass production of memory devic  s such 
as the 64 Mbit DRAM expect  d to reach the 
market in  the  mid  nineties, and by improve-
ments in  materials. 
Optical lithography for mass fabrication using 
lens or mirror projection systems is approach-
ing its physical limits down to a line width of 
approximately 0.15  micrometers. 
X-ray lithography of synchrotron radiation 
will set the lower limit to approximately 0.10 
micrometers and requires considerable in-
ve  tment. In order to go beyond 0.25  micro-
metres or even less, as certain specific appli-
cation  seem to require,  clemagnifying 
charged particle proj  ction may provide de-
ci ive advantages. Demagnifying electron 
projection was studied in the 70's and early 
80's in Europe, the  A and Japan but suf-
fers from the large  cart  ring of electrons in 
resist layers. 
Using ions instead of electrons to d  magnify 
stencil  mask to  wa ~ r pattern transfer has the 
advantage that ions are scattered con  icier-
ably les  than electrons and may be stopped 
within resist lay  rs,  thu  not causing damage 
in critical layers or substrates. 
D  magnifying Ion Projection Lithography 
(IPL) is ba  d on the same principle  as an 
optical wafer stepper, but it  u  e  ion  in-
read of light to image patterns on an open-
stencil  mask omo a wafer, and does so on a 
1:10 or 1:5  reduction, thus offering several 
b  nefits: 
e of a large variety of different ion 
pecies, 
- Excellent mask durability; 
- Adjustable depth of ion penetration with 
ion energy and ion species (Hydrogen or 
Helium ion ). 
- ub-0.1-micrometer resolution with 
considerable depth of focus; 
- u  e of both conventional organic resists 
and high resolution inorganic resists; 
- el  ctronic alignment (operative on-line 
during chip exposure) in  X!Y direction, 
rotation, X!Y  cale and trapezoidal intra 
field  distortion. 
As a con  equence IPL  productivity  potential 
is as high as that of optical  wafer steppers. 
Based on a successful  feasibility study with 
an existing prototype machine, two re  earch 
type Ion Projection Lithography Machines 
have been built by IM  GMBH of Vienna 
with sub-micrometer resolution. The Society 
for Microelectronics of the Vienna Technical 
University is focusing R&D on interactions 
of the  projected ion image wid1  resist layers 
and semiconductor  ub trates. 
The Fraunhofer Institute for Microstructure 
Techniques is carrying out the development 
of a suitable  t  chnology for the manufacture 
of open stencil  masks. Siem  ns AG  and the 
Fraunhofer Institute have cooperated in  d1e 
evaluation of Ion Projection Lithography 
technique  for integrated optics,  urface 
acoustic wave devices, sensor technology 
and GaAs devices. 
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ion Projection 
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MEDICAL  EXPERT  SYSTEM 
FOR  DIFFICULT  ENVIRONMENTAL 
CIRCUMSTANCES  ON  CD-ROM 
In difficult environmental circumstances, 
necessa1 y  information, though  ometimes 
viral, is nor always at hand. 
A typical example  is  in  the medical environ-
ment. In  rural countries, surge1 y  is often a 
question of rime and availability  of medi-
cally skilled people. This is the case in par-
ticular for third world or underdeveloped 
areas. For this reason the aim of the Mecdin 
project wa  the design of an information re-
trieval tool capable of being consulted  in 
difficult hazardous circumstances. 
So, boldly baptised 'XPLORE',  the hardware 
component of the 'MECDI  ' project has now 
been completed. It  will  enable doctors, or 
non-skilled  people, to carry out diagnoses 
and therapeutic evaluations under extremely 
hostile conditions - for instance ar rh  sc  ne 
of natural disasters, fires  or accidents. 
On d1e  software side, an easy to use Expert 
System was designed to obtain the  right in-
formation at the right rime. This software  is 
built to be used by non-computer  pecialists, 
and should d1erefore be logical as well  as 
easy ro consult and use. Thus,  access to 
massive amounts of information stored on 
the CD-ROM with a potential of 275,000 A4 
pages can be assured. 
The combination of this advanced Expert 
software and the ruggedized equipment 
which houses d1e entire system, makes d1is 
the ultimate consultation tool for these diffi-
cult environmental circumstances. 
Xplore  is a portable database platform with 
a capacity of up to 16 Megabytes in  RAM 
and 650 Megabytes in  CD-ROM.  It is capable 
of stand-alone operations for up to 5 hours, 
and withstands extremes of shock, hear, 
cold, humidity and dryness. 
Apart from irs  strictly medical uses, Xplore 
will  be of interest to  fire brigades and rescue 
services, and will  find  markets in  industrial 
maintenance under severe conditions. CO-OPERATIVE  LASER  RESEARCH 
TRANSFERRED  TO 
INDUSTRIAL  APPLICATIONS 
The aim  of the - now finished - project EU 
155 was to accelerate the transfer of laser 
technology into the metal working indusuy, 
especially into medium-sized enterprises. 
This was achieved by joint projects, carried 
out by institutes and companies in  the field 
of cutting, welding and surface treatment, 
applying Nd:  YAG-,  excimer- and especially 
C02-lasers. The project was organised into 
three working groups according to the the-
matical orientation of the partners. The topics 
u·eated and a brief summary of the results are 
as follows: 
Working group I - Three Dimensional (3-D) 
Production: 
• New concepts for multi-axial beam 
delivery systems have been developed, 
including investigations into 
- the effects of elastic deformations and 
tolerances on the stability of the beam 
position 
- the vibration behaviour of the beam 
delive1y system 
- the possibility of using fibre compo ite 
materials. 
• A commercial laser wa  coupled with a 
6-axis indusu·ial robot. 
• For the welding of radiators, processing 
parameters relating to various seam 
geometries and angles of beam incidence 
were developed. The actual consu·uction 
of a n  w laser-based production line  is 
planned. 
• In d1e field of 3-D surface treaunent, a 
hardening station was consu·ucted. 
Working group II  - Cutting and Welding: 
• The plasma, induced by the radiation of 
an excin1er laser was investigated; 
it  turned out that in  d1e  ablation process 
physical and chemical bonds are broken 
up (irradiation of PMMA). 
• A u·iangulation scanner, especially devel-
oped for u·acking laser weld  seams has 
been constJl.JCted  and tested. 
• The gases, vap  ur  and deposits, pro-
duced by laser cutting wooden materials 
have been investigated and analysed. 
Investigations  howed d1at when cutting 
natural wood, a series of compounds are 
generated which are dangerous to health. 
The inve tigations will be continued wid1 
regard to glued and coated wooden 
materials in the newly started Laser  afety 
EUREKA-Project (EU 643). 
• A model describing d1e  cutting process 
was improved: 
the effect of vaporisation and material 
expellation was taken into account. 
Working group III - Surface Treatment 
• Steel alloying techniques with the alloy 
components WC, CrC, WC/Co and NiCrBSi 
have been investigated including various 
med1ods of introducing the alloy compo-
nents (screen printing, powder injection 
and plasma spraying). 
• The development of powder supply 
systems resulted in  improvements to d1e 
portioning of smaller quantities. 
• The potential of alloying high speed steels 
with Co and VC  was evaluated. 
• Hardfacing of brass wim  iCrB  turned out 
to be a good technique. 
• Laser surface remelting and cladding have 
been investigated numerically and experi-
mentally. In two and three dinlensional 
calculations the evolution of d1e tempera-
ture field  and the melting pool have been 
inlulated and  th  microstructure has been 
predicted. 
• The Laser Assisted Deposition (LAD) 
technique was investigated to produce 
metallic (Cu, Ni,  Au, etc.) layers on non-
conducting substrates. 
The project has been successfully finished 
enhancing the u·ansfer of laser processing 
techniques to the metal working indust1y. 
Applications and knowledge transfer have 
primarily taken place between the industrial 
partners of d1e  proj  ct itself (a laser robot is 
now provid  d commercially,  a research 3D 
hardening machine is  being built, d1e  radia-
tor welding mention  d above is being com-
mercially pur ued, etc.). 
The results of the projects are also insu-u-
mental in  the schooling of professionals for 
the indust1 y, of the "Laser Strahl Fachmann", 
now being available on a routine basis. 
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RADIATION  DETECTORS 
FOR  ROOM  TEMPERATURE 
X- RAY  SPECTROMETRY 
The application of radiation detectors to the 
non-de  tructive analysis of materials by X-ray 
fluorescence (XRF) spectrom  try has been in 
wide use for a few years;  a radiation source 
excites a material and X-rays  characteristic 
of the chemical elements pre  ent are emitted 
and detected by an X-ray detector.  A qualita-
tive and semi- quantitative analysi  of the 
composition of typically the outer 10  to 20 
f.Lm  of the material  investigated can be made 
in  this way. 
nfortunately,  the detectors currently being 
used either require cooling at liquid nitrogen 
temperatures or  lse have a limit  cl  capacity 
to resolve chemical elements  in  nearby posi-
tions of the periodic table. This is  clue to the 
fact that eve1 y  element is clet  creel  as a dis-
tinctive  peak in  a spectrogram - a metl1ocl 
which of course has it  limitations in tl1e 
possible resolution between the peaks:  they 
may overlap. 
J  !) 
A new type of radiation detector develop  d 
at the University of Coimbra, the Gas Pro-
portional Scintillation Counter, offers the be  t 
resolving power amongst room temperature 
X-ray detectors. 
However, tl1ey are not available anywher  in 
the  market though there  is a need for  uch 
devices for applications in  botl1  on-line and 
portable XRF  analysis systems in industries 
such as mining,  cement, oil, aircraft, the en-
vironment, etc. A practical example for a use-
ful  application of such an on-line and port-
able analy is  ystem - if it existed - could be 
the following:  moving machine elements in 
early stages of failure could be traced by 
identifying via XRF spectrometJy  the particle 
of metal they lose in the lubrication oil  of the 
machine in question. Major disaster  could 
then be avoided by early action. 
The radiation detectors,  which are the subject 
of the project,  are based on the secondary 
scintillation  produced  by the  prima1y  ioniza-
tion electron  while drifting between two 
grids in a noble gas (xenon) under an electric 
field su·ong enough for excitation but below 
the thr sholcl  for ionization. 
ew techniques have been developed ain1ecl 
at improving the performance and reducing 
the  price so  to  make them competitive with 
existing standard  proportional ionization 
counters. 
At  the University of Coimbra, a prototype is 
currently being completed that still  requir 
continuous purification of the noble gas with 
which tl1e count r is filled. This stage will  be 
followed by tl1e development of a prototype 
not requiring purification. Still later, a neutron 
detector based on the same physical prin-
ciples will  be developed. 
The other partners in tl1e project will develop 
applications and softwar  for spectrum ana-
lysis, and will  also start  producing tl1ese de-
vices. SINAPSE 
SHIFTING 
BACK  TO 
MICRO-ELECTRONICS 
EUROPE 
The repatriation to Europe of job  previously 
exported to  the Far Ea  t will  be the conse-
quence of a  ucce  ful  conclusion to state-
of-th  -art applied electronics research now 
being carried out by the  I  AP  E project, in 
Paris, Madrid and Turin. 
For the last two decades the  production of 
electronics equipment has increasingly shift-
ed to the chea1 labour countries of East Asia 
where the abundant labour forces of  inga-
pore, Taiwan, Korea, Hong Kong and the 
Philippine  have a sembled electronic cir-
cuitty at low wages for Western consumption. 
These days are  fast drawing to a close. The 
micro-miniaturisation of the latest electronic 
components means that they are too small 
and too sensitive to be assembl  d  by hand. 
They can only be put together by highly 
computerised assembly equipment of pin-
head accuracy and operational consistency, 
which i  wher  E  REKA's  I  APSE project 
come  in.  I  APSE  i  a French acronym 
whose English equivalent is Integrated Sy  -
tern  for the Automation of Production in the 
field of Electronics. 
The aim  of the project, being undertaken by 
French, Italian and  panish participants, is to 
develop flexible automated equipment for 
the  precision assembly of advanced  l  c-
u·onic components on printed circuit boards 
or electt-onic cards. These components are 
known as SMD  (  urface Mounted Devices) 
or  MC (  urface Mounted Components). 
Chips of the future 
The need for the project has arisen because 
the whole electt·onic  inclustt·y is changing. 
The miniaturisation has come about becau e 
it  has become technically possible and ad-
vantageous to  incorp  rate  more and more 
elect.t·onic function  on a  ingle silicon chip. 
Th  method of assembly has also changed. 
\Vhereas up until  now the components have 
generally been inserted on boards, today they 
must be mounted with high precision on the 
surface of the boards - a process which  is 
beyond the capacity of human operators. 
I  AP  E is working to create a completely 
automated as embly workshop that will link 
the CAD  (Computer Aided De  ign) of the 
printed circuit board with the CAM  (Compu-
ter Aided Manufacturing) of the assembly 
line. Thi  link is achieved  through ensuring 
that the CAD  and  CAM  oftware can com-
municate ea  ily with each other. The whole 
process is known a  CIM  (Com[  uter Inte-
grated Manufacturing). 
The  result is a sub  tantial increa e  in  assem-
bly sp  eel  and the elimination of errors. 
The end-product is, as a result, of a higher 
quality  d1an  in  d1e  pa  t and because it can 
be produced more quickly, it can be mar-
keted more cheaply. 
Avant-garde 
Other organisations are working in d1is field 
in Japan, d1e United States and Europe. 
The specific character of the SI  AP  E 
project is two-fold: 
- it  is geared to the assembly needs of the 
small and medium-sized enterprises which 
abound in Europe by contrast wim  the 
multinational monoliths of Japan 
- it  is aimed at creating a  flexible assembly 
process which  an be a laptecl  easily, 
quickly and ch  a ply t  the output of a 
wide variety of product . 
To elate several concrete  results have come 
out of the SI  AP  E project, including an 
optic centt·ing device, which has already 
found buyers in the United Kingdom, the 
etherlands, Federal Republic of Germany, 
pain and Sweden. Organisations of produc-
tion workshops have also been developed 
for ALCATEL TELIC and SMEs. 
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CIMSTEEL 
The overall  objective of this project is to 
provide the European Structural Steelwork 
IndustJy  with the means to overhaul  itself by 
introducing purpose developed Computer 
Integrated  Manufacturing systems similar to 
those in common use within the aerospace, 
automobile and general manufacturing in-
dustries. The target is an automated process 
from  client brief to finished structure, using 
a standard data format which can be trans-
mitted electronically. 
This broadly based project with partners from 
8 different EUREKA countries will  examine 
and develop communication standards, 
product information models, improved codes 
of practice, structural analysis and design 
methods, structural steelwork specifications, 
rationalised raw material standards, applica-
tions software, design guidelines for more 
efficient manufacture and, eventually,  auto-
mated manufacturing cells. 
The project aims to produce a working inte-
grated system including marketable software 
modules. This will  result in  improved and 
more competitive structural steelwork. 
The project has been divided into three main 
areas of activity - standards,  design and 
manu  facture. 
Standards are essential to the creation of a 
common market in  steelwork. At present 
there is a paradoxical situation in  that each 
time a steel beam crosses a national border, 
it  actually becomes weaker or stronger, de-
pending on the national standards in  opera-
tion. Through input into the European 
standards body, CEN,  it  is hoped that the 
steelwork standard - E  ROCODE 3 - \Nill  be 
simplified and accepted as mandatory 
throughout the EC,  and probably beyond, by 
the year 2000. 
The issue of standards is not purely academic. 
Indeed, major market opportunities will result 
from harmonised standards. This work will 
ensure that designers consider steel early in 
their plans. 
The design asp  cts are not intended to create 
a boring uniformity in Europe's buildings -
the presence of major architectural and de-
sign practices as collaborators will  ensure 
continued diversity and innovation. In  fact, 
much of the work at this level  is concerned 
with reducing the  immense range of bolted 
and welded connections currently in use. 
Generally,  however, the project imends to 
establish agreed European technical specifi-
cations for key design tasks, and to use these 
in the preparation of software modules and 
stand-alone  packages for the design of low 
rise and multi-storey buildings. 
The manufacturing task group has four areas 
of work: a welding cell, materials handling, 
computer-aided design (CAD) and erection 
and safety. The aim  is to automate the entire 
fabrication process from  tock-yard  to factoty 
gate, monitoring progress at several demon-
strator sites across Europe. 
Integrating the process right the way through 
from client brief to the handover of the fin-
ished structure  is the Manufacturing Infor-
mation System. This part of the project, as 
with the others,  will result  in  a saleable 
product - an accessible software system for 
steel fabricators. 
The major beneficiaries of the system will  be 
the small  and medium-sized firms.  A suite of 
twenty or more stand-alone modules which 
will run on personal computer  is envisaged. 
There will  be, for instance, modules for 
transport, design, detailing, estimating and 
accounts.  Buyers will  be able to select those 
that are relevant to them, and install the sys-
tem for a few thou  and EC  s. The 'MIS',  be-
ing written for the job, will cope with tl1e 
specific problems of the steelwork in  lustry 
much better than any currently available 
software.  Also, standard software will  allow 
electronic transmissions to replace paper. FA M  0 S 
S  P  E  E  D  Y 
ARIA 
ASSEMBLY 
Turning our small  to medium-sized equip-
ment in  large quantitie  and a  rapidly as 
possibl  po es a constant challenge for com-
panies at the forefront of the el  ctrical in-
clu  try.  The way fo1ward  lies in  the develop-
ment of new automated assembly lines, the 
basis of the FAMO  -ARIA  project which 
received EUREKA  tatu  in  eprember 1987. 
The ARIA  project, a member of the FAMOS 
family, is spearheaded by one of Europe's 
most important manufacturers of electrical 
equipment, Merlin Gerin of Grenoble, France. 
It has provid  d an opportunity  for top level 
cooperation with other major companie  in 
France, Italy, Spain and  wirzerlancl. 
The ARIA  project breaks clown  the ass  mbly 
process into a number of operations handled 
by mechanical modules activated by step 
motor . A programmable controller takes 
care of  equencing and synchroni arion. 
But "machine assembly" is  not all  Merlin 
Gerin  and its partn  rs have  in  mind. They 
have also considered the assembly line in 
terms of managing buffer  rocks and other 
branche  of the line. 
At the heart of the proj  cr  they provid  cl 
some ve1y sophisticated computing equip-
ment. A local area network connects the 
computer and the programmable controllers. 
The software is  being specially developed 
for ARIA. 
ARIA  is  able to pass from one variant to an-
oLher without interruption. The manufacturer 
can therefore begin making ve1 y  small  quant-
ities of a product at a rime without losing 
productivity. On top of this, some 2000 vari-
ants of the manufactured range of products 
can be produced on the line, the result of 
the combination of a certain  number of para-
meters. 
On the fact01y floor the system comprises 
assembly modules which cany out traditional 
functions such a  the insertion of pieces, 
welding and control. They are, in turn, 
equipped with an indexing device to ensure 
that a specific product is  " erv  d up" to the 
dif~ rent modules. The work  rations are 
equipped witl1  active modules while conver-
gence machines make the connection be-
tween the principal assembly line and the 
feeder lines on which the sub units are ela-
borated. 
Compared to present installations and in the 
context of EU  212, the assembly lines repre-
sent a big step fo1ward  as far as instantan-
eou  work rate i  concerned. A single line 
can now achieve mass production while at 
tl1e level of integration a very short produc-
tion cycle can be obtained witl1  a correlative 
r  duction of rej  cts.  High flexibility means 
that short series can be produced which 
makes it possible to adapt more efficiently 
to fluctuating market requirements. 
The first applications of tl1e  project, sched-
uled in  the field of low voltage mini circuit 
breakers manufactured by Merlin Gerin  in  its 
European subsidiary VANO  I-SUD  in  Rieti 
in  Italy are now being carried out. The first 
machin  for these lines have been installed 
and tested witl1  successful results. 
Subsequently, this type of assembly line 
would be able to accommodate many other 
types of products, even outside the electrical 
equipment manufacturing field enabling "tai-
lor-made" production to meet marker de-
mand, thus elin1inaring stock piling, raising 
quality and reducing costs. 
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LOG  I MAX 
A  LOGISTIC  NETWORK  T  0 
CONTROL  MATERIAL  F  L  0 W  S 
The Single European Market, where internal 
barriers to trade and competition are removed 
throughout Europe, will trigger a series of 
changes in the way European multinational 
companies  do business. 
In order to  respond readily and flexibly to 
market demands, it is becoming increasingly 
important for busines  s to optimise  their 
material flows and to keep costs to a mini-
mum. 
The Single European  larket could revolu-
tionise  the commercial transport  industry, 
which moves raw materials to commdity 
producers,  and then thes  products to con-
sumers, usually via a complex system of 
warehouses. This whole 'logistic chain',  from 
raw material to  fa  tory to shop window, is 
set to change into a system with a centralised 
warehouse that supplies  the whole European 
market from on  site.  E  REKA project 227, 
LOGIMAX, is at th  forefront of this transfor-
mation. 
It is a compreh  nsive logistic syst  m, whi  h 
keeps the entire supply and distribution 
flow under control. This monitoring system 
is  combined with a hub-and-spoke transport 
network that spreads across Europe. 
Changes can be directly implemented. This 
means that LOGIMAX can promptly react to 
users' demands, thereby facilitating efficient 
product planning. 
LOGINIAX has  two participants: the fotward-
ing and transport group Fran  Maa  from the 
etherlands and the German computer com-
pany  CR,  which is respon  ible for linking 
tl1e system  together into an integrated net-
work. 
The operational part of LOGINIAX is com-
posed of three  main modules. The first, the 
Material Management  ystem, deals with tl1e 
flow of raw materials from the supplier to 
production plants. The second, the Physical 
Distribution System, controls the flow from 
produc  rs to the consumers, whilst t11e third 
is an operating system  witl1in  warehouses. 
The network i  equipped wid1  CR Tower 
and 1 CR 9800 system  , both of which can 
handle large flows of information.  By means 
of conversion, omer equipment can also be 
connected. An OSI-based  tructure network, 
based on X  25  communications was chosen. 
The modules  wer  pilot tested  in 1991  and 
can b  either operated by themselve  or in-
tegrated into a fotwarding system. Furur 
developments within the L  GINIAX system 
will be th  development of a Management 
Information and Decision Support System, 
and a  o-called Flo  r to Floor System (a  fur-
ther development of the Door to Door trans-
port concept). The final goal of me LOGIMAX 
system is a complete integration of all activi-
ties w id1in  the logistics  chain. This can mean 
that a  ingle procurement or sales  order, en-
tered in th  logistics  chain, could flow 
through d1e system right up to the warehouse 
stage, and automatically control warehouse 
activities  so d1at the sales  order is fulfilled. 
High quality d1mugh speed, flexibility and 
reliability is the keystone of LOGIMAX. 
One of  d1e three  subsystems became oper-
ational in the beginning of 1991. The other 
two were implemented  in a pilot environ-
m  nt during 1991. 
The main applications ar 
- organising m  physical transportation of 
materials 
- processing d1e  necessaty flow of informa-
tion 
- fitting in with the needs of the user 
(manufacturer or trading company). 
At all times  these applications can be con-
trolled. 
LOGIMAX can also be used  for other pur-
pose  such as, for instance,  purchasing and 
sales  planning,  which runs via  the EDI-net-
work (Electronic Data Interchange). Wim this 
sy  tem, enormous streams of information can 
be pr  cessed  which are related to suppliers, 
producers, trad  rs and customs authorities. 
For users,  the advantage is mat d1ey are 
connected to  the network via their own  ys-
tem  . Mo t of the standard applications need 
only be implemented  for incoming data, 
which is not visibl  to d1e  user. Extra training 
to communicate with d1e network is d1ere-
fore not necessary. ErREKA 
i 
EUREKA 
EUREKA  BIBLIOGRAPHY 
For the int  rested  r  ader, further material on 
EUREKA  i  available upon  request from the 
re  pective National Project Coordinators or 
the EUREKA  ecrerariat (see address  on 
previous page). 
Material available in Engli  h, French, German, 
Italian and  panish include  : 
- Annual Progr ss Report. 
- EUREKA  ews (published quarterly) 
- EUREKA Brochur 
(containing a  hort general description of 
d1e Initiative). 
- Vad  M  cum (containing: 
- The Medium Term  Plan. 
- Declaration of Hanover. 
- Procedures for EUREKA  projects. 
- Memorandum of  nderstanding on th 
EUREKA  ecretariat). 
Other publications only available  in  certain 
languages : 
- EUREKA  5 year Jubilee Book - Event of 
Excellence 
- EUREKA Assessment Report 
- EUREKA  Robotics and Production 
Automation folder 
- EUREKA  Environment fold  r 
- EUREKA  Transport folder 
- Open d1e Door to EUREKA. 
The Madrid Rule  on EUREKA  participation 
from non-member countrie 
- Checklist for the  egotiation and Drafting 
of an International  R & D Cooperation 
Agre  ment in  d1e Framework of a 
EUREKA Project 
- Guide pour Ia Preparation et Ia 
egociation  cl'un Accord de Cooperation 
Internationale dans le  adr  d'un Projet 
EUREKA 
- Guidelines for d1e Protection of 
Technological Information 
- Guide pour la  Protection cle !'Information 
Technologique 
- Guide de  la  ormali  ation pour les 
Industri  Is in1pliques dans un Project 
EUREKA 
- Guide to  tandardization for Companies 
involved in EUREKA  Projects 
- Cros  Border Innovation - Managing 
Co-operative Venture  in Indu trial R&D 
- Le Contrat Modulaire d'Assurance des 
Projets EUREKA 
The EUREKA Databas 
The EUREKA  database, which i  run by d1e 
E  REKA  ecretariat, contains a wealth of 
information on announced or proposed 
projects. It can divulge the R&D fields cov-
ered  in EUREKA, technological goals, d1 
implementation sch  dule of proj  cts, budget, 
participants' nam  and contact addresses. 
It is a contact tool for potential industrial 
and  cientific partners. 
The information contained in  d1e EUREKA 
database can be: 
- uppliecl  on reque  t by  ational Project 
Coordinator  or by d1e E  REKA Secretariat 
in Brussels. (see pages 46-47 for add  res es). 
- Accessed direcdy via ECHO (European 
Commission Ho  t Organi arion) host 
computer in  Luxembourg. This can be 
don  through a standard terminal linked to 
ECHO via the X25 data network 
(international address 0270 44  112  or 
A9270 448 112 for users acces ing from 
the  nited Kingdom) or via the interna-
tional telephone network ( + 352  43 64 28 
if you use a 300 bits modem and +352 42 
03 47 if you use a 1200 bits modem: 
Pas  word: EUREKA  in  both  cases). 
- Accessed  via  d1e TELETEL  network in 
France using a Minitel terminal 
(code 3617- EUROBASE). 
- Accessed  via d1e French Transpac network 
(Code 3617) or via an international lin 
c  +33 36 43 15 15). 
elect EUROBA  E  ervic 
In addition, s  vera!  brochures and news!  t-
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(D AUSTRJA 
Dr.  GUnther \Xfurz  r 
Head of the Austrian 
ecretariat for EC  Research 
and EUREKA 
Wiedner Hauptstr. 63 
A- 1045 WIE 
Tel  +43  222  505 90 59 
Telefax +43  222  505 90 54 
CD BELGI  M 
Mr.  Guillaume 
Dedeurwaerder 
Coordinareur  ational 
Programmation de Ia 
Polirique Sci  nrifique 
Programmatie van her 
Wetenscha  psbeleid 
Rue de Ia  Science 8 
Wetenschap straat 
B - 1040 BRUXELLE  -
BRUSSEL 
Tel +32  2 238 35  58 
Telex 24 501 PROSCI B 
Telefax + 32  2 230  59 12 
@ CEC 
Mr.  Nicholas Newman 
.C.E.  DG XII  - G2 
E  REKA  Unit 
Square de Meeus 8 
SDME  R2/109 
B - 1049 BRU  ELS 
Tel +32  2 235  59 76 
Telex 21 877 COMEU B 
Telefax +32 2 236 62  52 
Telefax +32 2 236 33 08 
Mr.  Giulio C.  Grata 
.C.E. D  XIII 
Rue de Ia  Loi, 200 
BA/31 4° Bureau 60 
B - 1049 BRU  EL 
Tel  +32  2 236 80 30 
Telex 21 877 COMEU B 
11  lefax +32 2 236 83 89 @  WITZERLAND 
Dr.  Paul-Erich Zinsli 
Bunclesamr f1:1r  Bilclung 
und Wissenschafr 
Wildhaimveg 9,  C.P. 2732 
CH - 3001 BEfu'l 
Tel  +4131  61 96 53 
Telex 91  29 81  BBW CH 
Telefax +41 31 61 78 54 
G)  GERMANY 
J vlr.  Erich  Iiermann 
(  cring) 
Bunclesministerium 
fi.ir  Forschung 
und Technologie 
Referar 224 
H  inemannstrasse 2 
D - 5300 BOJ N 2 
BAD  GODE  BERG 
Tel  +49 228 59 38 54 
Telex 228 37 70 BMFTC D 
Telefax +49 228 59  36 04 
@ DE  lARK 
Civ.  Ing. Poul Knudsen 
T arional Agency of 
Industry and Trade 
Tagensvej 135 
DK-2200 COPENHAGEN  T 
Tel  +45  31 85 10 66 
Telex 157 68 I  DTRA DK 
Telefax +45 31 81 70 68 
CD  PAl 
1\lr.  Andres Zabara 
Coorclinador  acional 
E  REKA 
C  ntro para el  Desarrollo 
Tecnologico Industrial 
(CDTI) 
Edificio Cuzo IV 
Paseo d  Ia 
Castellana 141, 12° 
E - 28046 MADRID 
Tel  +34 1 581  55  00 
Tel  +34 1 581 56 07 
1i  lex 23 121 CDTI E 
1i  lefax +34 1 581  55  76 
Telefax +34 1 581 55  84 
CD FRANCE 
Mr.  erge Grego1 y 
Coordinateur  ational 
Secr' tariat Fran<;;ais 
EUREKA 
43 Rue de Caumartin 
F - 75436 PARIS  CEDEX 9 
Tel  +33 1 40 17 85 86 
Telex 282 723  (EUREKF) 
Telefax +33 1 47 42 32 40 
@GREECE 
Prof. Dionyssios Monopoli 
Ministry of Incl. 
En  rgy & Technology 
Gen.  ecretariat for 
Research & Technology 
14-1  Messogion Ave. 
(Abelokipi) 
P.O.  BOX 14631 
GR- 115 10 ATHENS 
Tel  +30 1 69 11122 ext 333 
Telex 21 40 74  YEET GR 
Telefax +30 1 77 13 810 
Telefax +30 1 77 14 153 
Telefax +30 1 72 12  729* 
• (c/o Mr.  KAKOUROS) 
G)  ITALY 
Prof. Giancarlo  chileo 
Coorclinarore  T azional 
E  REKA 
Ministero dell'  niversita e 
cl  lla Ricerca  Scientifica e 
Tecnologica 
Lungotevere Thaon 
de Revel 76 
I - 00196 ROMA 
Tel  +39 6 32  32 634 
Telefax +39 6 32  34 329 
1i  lefax +39 6 32 21  584 
@ IRELAND 
Mr.  Cormac Gordon 
EOLA 
The Irish Science & 
Technology Agency 
Glasnevin 
IRL- D  BUN 9 
Tel  +353 1 37 01 01 
Telex 325 01 EI 
Telefax +352 1 37 01 72 
@ ICELAND 
Dr.  Vilhjalmur Ludvik son 
The  ational  Research 
Council 
Laugavegur 13 
IS - 101  REYKJAVIK 
Tel  +354 1 21  320 
Telex 2307 ISINFO IS 
Telefax +354 1 298 14 
Q L  MBOURG 
Mr.  Marco Walentiny 
Ministere de I' Economie 
19-21 Boulevard Royal 
L - 2914  LUXEMBO  RG 
1i  1 +3-2 47 94 355 
Telex 3464 ECO  L 
Telefax +352 46 04 48 
G) NORWAY 
Mr.  Bj0rn I-Ienrik  en 
Royal  orwegian Council 
for  cientifi  &  Industrial 
Research (1 TNF) 
ognsveien 72 
N- 0801 0  LO 
Tel  +47 2 23 76 85 
Telex 769 51  1 T  F 1 
Telefax +47 2 18 11  39 
Telefax +47 2 18 41 37 
@  ETI-IERLANDS 
Mr. L.].A.M. van den Bergen 
(  ETI-IERLANDS 
EUREKA SECRETARIAAT) 
C/0  STIPT 
Grote Marktstraat, 43, 
4th Floor 
NL  - 2511 BH DEN  HAAG 
Tel  +31 70 36 10 311 
Telefax +31 70 36 10  355 
0  PORT  GAL 
Dra. Manuela Loureiro 
Junta  acional de 
Investigacao 
Cientifica e Tecnologica 
0  ICT) 
Av  nicla Don Ca rlos 1, 126 
P - 1200 LI  BOA 
Tel  +3511 397 8051 
Telex 12  290 J  T IC P 
Telefax +3511 60 74 81 
Eng. Ang  Ia Reis 
Lahoratorio  acional de 
Engen haria e Tecnologia 
Industrial (L  ETI) 
Pra<;;a  do Principe Real 19 
P - 1200  LI  BOA 
Tel  +3511  34 74 508 
Telefax +3511  34 23  362 
CD  \X'EDE 
lr. Jan I-Ijorth 
Swedish  ational Board for 
Industrial and Technical 
Development (N  TEK) 
S - 117  6  TOCKHOLM 
Visitors:  Liljeholm vagen 32 
S - 100  74  TOCKI-IOLM 
Tel  +46 8 775 41 64 
Telex 10 840 SWEDSTU S 
Telefax +46 8 19 68 26 
@ FI  LAND 




PO. BOX 69 
Malminkatu 34 
SF - 00101 HELSINKI 
Tel  +35  0 69 36 78 00 
Telex 100 07 69 TEI<ES  SF 
Telefax +358 0 69 36 77 95 
@ T  RKEY 
Prof.  Dr. Talha DinibutLin 
Dean of Mechanical 
Engineering Faculty 
I tanbul Technical  niversity 
GumLissuyu 
TH  - 80191 Istanbul 
Tel:  +90 1 245 60 73 
Fax:  +90 1 245 07  95 
@  U  ITED  IGNGDOM 
Mr.  David Saunders 
EUREKA  Office 
3rd Floor 
151 Buckingham Palace Road 
GB- LO  DO!  SWlW 9  S 
Tel  +  4 71  215 1609 
Telefax +44  71 215 1700 
EUREKA  ECRETARIAT 
Avenue des Arts 19 H, Bte 3 
B - 1040 BHU  ELS 
Tel  +32  2 217 00 30 
Telefax +32  2 218  79 06 EUREKA 